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Uea·cbers <tollege 1Rews

Fidelis Formal
Saturday, 8: 30 P. M.

Voters League Meeting
Saturday, 10:30 A. M.
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Forum Hears of
V.oters' League
Musical Groups
SCIENCE CLUB HEARS
Speaks Before FQ~um
FACTS ABOUT F ORMS
Convenes at EI
Give Broadcast
Bills Pending in
OF TON E VIBRATIONS
State Assembly Two years ago a man was paid $150
From Nashville
For Conference
t o bring here and play a mysterious

Representative J ames Turner of electrical musical instrument called College Division to Assist as
Hostesses for All-Day RegionMarshall Propehsies Early Ac- the theram in, or electric cello. Last
al Meeting on Saturday.
Wednesday night Mr. R ailsback played
t ion on Gym-Science Bill.

Men's Chorus, College Trio Appear on Progr am ; President
R. G. Buzzard Delivers Talk.

60 ATTEND MEETING

38 MAKE JOURNEY

one before a meeting of the Science
club, demon strating the principle behind it. P erhaps his crude apparatus
and unskilled musical hand produced
something· more resembling noise than
music, but theramins are no longer
mysteries to the Science club.
Mr. Railsback's talk feature1 the
measurement of vibrations above the
audible range. C. S: Spooner's interest in the high sounds produced by
crickets, most of which are above the
audible range, was responsible for the
discussi~n. In his dem~nstratio?s,
Mr. Railsback used a deviCe he illvented for showing wave form of vibrating strings or tuning forks . A
stroboscope was· also used.

LUNCHEON I S PLANNED

"I'm sure we'll get something for
Members of the New voters' League
Friday, March 29, thirty-eight faculty
the
college
here
as
soon
as
the
Genwill
serve as joint-hostesses along with
members and students journeyed to
eral
Assembly
disposes
of
the
r eU1~f
the
Charleston organization for the
Nashville, Tennessee, to broadcast over
problem,"
was
the
statement
RepreRegional
Conference of the League of
station WSM. The program was given
sentative
J
ames
Turner
of
Marshall
Women
V·oters
to be held h ere saturunder the auspices of Peabody college
made
before
the
Forum
Group
last
day.
Delegates
are expected from Chiand was one of a series of such proThursday evening in r eference to the
cago, Champaign, Boomington, urgrams given by teachers training insti$550,000 gym-science
building bill
·bana Mattoon, Paris and Toledo. The
tutions. EI was ·On the air from 9 :30
which he has introduced for El. At
all-d~y session will include a morning
to 10 p. m. The party left Charleston
the present time the bill is in the
meeting at the Faculty Women's club, a
at 5 o'clock Friday morning and reEducation committee, but it is exluncheon at Pemberton Hall and an
turned to Charleston Saturday night.
pected to be brought up for action
afternoon discussion in the Hall parNashville Sights Visited
some time this week.
lors.
Highlights of the WSM broad60 EI People Are Present
k
A
S h dul d
REP. JAMES TURNER
S pea ers. re t·
c e eh ' h becast trip last Fri:day and Saturday
The Forum meeting, attende d ·oy
about
60
college
people
and
visitOlS,
At
the
mornmg
mee
mg, w lC
made by the Men's Chorus, the Col- ••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...... was in charge of the New Voter • ...... ..... . .......... .............. . . ... . .......... gins at 10:30, Mrs. Guy
A. Tawney,
3
lege Trio, and President R. G. Buzzard
League. Important legislative problems
state chairman from Urbana, will prewere the visit to the "Hermitage," Anbefore the Illinois General Assemb~y
si:de. The speakers at this session, and
drew Jackson's home;
Nashville's
at the present time formed the b~~ts
their topics, are: Mrs. Roger Adams,
replica of the Parthenon; a southern
for the seven talks given during the
president of the Champaign county
breakfast at Peabody college; visiting
hour and half session.
league, on "Permanent R egistration";
the WSM studio during the "HollySpeakers in addition to Mr. Turr ( ... ,
Mrs. Fl-m:-ence Fifer Bohrer, Boomingwood of the Air" program; and for
and their topics, were: Mildred Fr'it··
0
U
ton, on "The Merit System and Public
one car, a side trip to the Jeff Davis'
chley,
"College
Bills";
Miss
Lena
B.
Welfare"
; Mrs. Clarence Berdahl, UrJ
memorial and Mammoth C'ave.
Ellington of the History Departmen~. Mrs. Elizabeth Cr owe Hannum, bana, on "Taxation in Illinois"; and
Three
Divisions
ExtemporanEugen e Waffle, who is doing graduate
Daughter of A. B. Cr owe, Is Mrs. Archer Taylor, state chairman of
Interpretive "Education Bills;" Margaret Irw' 1,
Oration,
work at Peabody college, and Mrs. I eous,
former
EI
student,
·
"Registrati·
:
n
:"
Winner
of $4,000 Prize.
public welfare, on "Problems in Child
Reading-Open to Students.
Waffle entertained the following facMrs. A. F. Bussard of Toledo, "SmallWelfare."
ulty members from EI at a Southern
Mrs. Elizabeth Crowe
Hannum,
At the one o'clock luncheon to be
dinner Friday evening at their home:
The Debate club is sponsoring a Loans;" Mary Croughan, "Governor
Horner's
Request
for
Federal
W·O.Ykdaughter
of
A.
B.
Crowe
head
of
the
held
in Pemberton Hall, Mrs. Bohrer
11
·
students
.
Miss Bernice Bankson, Miss Rose Zel- speec h contes t , Open to a
Relief
Funds
;"
and
Catherine
LumChemistry
department,
and
for
thirteen
will
discuss
important legislation beler, Frank A. Beu, Richard w. Weckel, of the college, on April 30.
Three
brick,
"A
Permanent
Chicago
Fair."
years
head
of
the
English
department
fore
the
Illinois
General Assembly.
Miss Anna H. Morse, Miss Grace Ged- fields of speaking-extemporaneous,
Evelyn
Harwood
of
the
New
Voters'
in
the
Francis
W.
Parker
school
in
Miss
Emma
Reinhardt,
head of the EI
des, Charles s. Spooner, Hobart F . oratory,
and interpretice
readLeague
acted
as
program
chairman.,
Chicago,
has
been
adjudged
winner
of
Education
department,
will comment
Heller, Mrs. Heller, Miss Ruth Hostet- ings are open to contestants.
Discusses
Ret
renchment
a
$4,000
aw~rd for the best basal text- on education bills.
ler, Miss Edith Ragan, Kevin Guinagh, Orations and readings are limited to
c. H. Coleman. to Talk
Miss Ellington, in her discussion of book on high school knglish. Her volMrs. Guinagh, Charles coleman, Mrs ten minutes while e~temn,9.ran,eous
~.
t e d speCia
. l· ·~m"'
"'- ·ume 15 e 1tl'tl-"d
"S peak'· .R eau:.
·AI w 't ,..
. . ·Inboard,
.. .
b 1'lls; l:.l'e'VO
education
·
"' !
rr
e.
J
Mrs.
Wiliiarh
state chairColeman, Fried erick Koch, Ernest L. speaking is to be
five . minutes ,. in
phasis
to
the
pGlicy
of
retren
chmen
t
The
award
was
made
m
.
a
contest
man
of
international
affairs
from
Stover, President R. G. Buzzard and length. All entries must · be submitbeing carried out in regard to the sponsored by the Atlantic Monthly Chicago, will have charge of the afterted
not
later
than
Apri'l
23
and
are
to
Mrs. Buzzard.
d public schools, while state revenues Press and Little, Brown and Co., Bos- noon session in the Hall parlors at
President Buzzard Talks
be turned into Juanita Brown or P1ace
are showing a big
increase. One ton publishers. The book will be pub- 2:30. Mrs. w . J. Fraser, Champaign,
The Men's Chorus sang "Illinois," in box 14 at Pemberton Hall.
graph which she had prepared depict- lished in the spring.
will speak on "The Control of Arma"The School s ong," "The Jolly Roger,"
The subjects for extemporaneous ex- ed severe drops 'i n school appropriaAn article in one of the Chicago ments." Charles H . Coleman of the EI
and "The Lost Chord.' The Trio played pression will be issued in next week's tons while another showed enormous papers said: "The book is described as History department will discuss inter"Scherzo," by Mozart and 'Serenade" edition of the News. Students are to gains in receipts, chiefly because of meeting basic needs in the teaching of national relations of United States, folby Victor Herbert. President Buzzard suggest the subjects and turn them in-_ the occupational taxes. In order to oral and written expression without lowing which a general discussion on
·ve minute talk to complete to J. Glenn Ross, Richard ·Br·omley, or bring about petter conditions in the sacrificing the values of older standard the control of armaments will be {'ligave
a
fl
Juanita Brown. The subject .for the
the half hour program.
Illinois school system, Mi~s Ellington I texts. I~s treatment makes it flexible rected . by Misses Is,abel McKinney and
oration division also will be choseh by
The Ted Shawn audience was unable contestants. Four fi'e lds are featured urged that 's tudents find out who their I enough to be used in almost .any schqol, Grace Geddes of the EI faculty.
.
se'nators and representatives are, dis- correlating weli with other departPunch wi:ll be served by the New
to h ear the broadcast, as planned. in the interpretative reading diy1sion.
10
p. m. They are: Poetry, declamation, humor- cuss educational. problems with them, ments ·Of the more specialized schools." Voters after the afternoon session.
Shawn's program lasted until
Mrs. Hannum is a graduate of the
Those who did hear the program !e- our and dramatic reading. The topics and inform ·as ma~y voters as possi ble
as
to
wh~t the a~tual conditions are. college and obtained her bachelor of
marked that the reception was par- will be selected by contestants.
Any
philosophy degree from the University
ticularly good.
student is elig'ible to enter one or all
of Chicago. She is married to Fred L.
fields.
Hannum, head of the Spanish depart.
No prizes are being offered and the
ment of the Francis W. Parker school.
President R. G. Buzzard and five
contest is being held only to stim~late
---Mrs. Hannum retired from teaching
other
faculty members will take part
interest in speech at EI with the hope .. Gerald Royer, pre~ident of the Stud- a year ago in order to write, but expects
in
an
all-day program for high school
"I'm the statue of liberty!" "I'm of forming a team to enter intercol- ent Council, · yesterday received wo.Yd to return to teaching next year in the seniors from a 13 county. area at Casey
that Ace Brigade . and His Virginians Chicago public schools.
made of crystal! " Why should any- legiate competition.
Friday under the · spcmsorship of the
could
be obtained to play a dance here
one say such things. Was he crazy ?
Eastern
Illinois Schoolmasters' club, in
on April 12. This ·is the date the
HOME EC ONOMICS CLUB
No, he wasn't crazy. He was just
E. H. TAYLOR SPEAKS
co-operation
with the University of
Council has been trying to secure ·for
pretending, in order to be sent to the
Illinois
and
EI.
The Home Economics club will learn the "Big Name" dance orchestra for
insane asylum. It seems that an artist
"A Study of the Stars" with E. H .
As a member of the general comabout
China at its program Tuesday some time. A petition was recently cir- Taylor, head of the Mathematics degrew so tired of his wife that he inmittee
in charge of the conference,
culated
and
200
names
obtafned
in
de1
evening
at
7:30
o'clock
in
the
Home
partment, as instructor was the- ch'.ef
vented the idea of getting himself P lt
President
Buzzard will ·speak at the
clarati·on
that
they
would
·
attend
such
Economics
r·oom
in
the
Practical
Arts
feature of the Geography club meetinto the insane asylum where he could
.'
opening
session.
Other faculty mema
dance.
building.
ing Monday evening, April 1.
work peacefully. His wife, gr.o.wing
bers to appear on the program include
lonely, tried the same stunt in order
Dean F. A. Beu, who will lead the disto be with her husband.
cussion on teaching in secondary
It all happens in the clever one-act
schools; Walter W. Coo}{, . Director of
play, "La Dame de Bronze" by Henri
Teacher Training, who will lead the
Duvernois to be presented at the
By; Roy Wilson
. pad, and mentioned the dancing pro- cisco seventeen years ago. Havlng discussion on teaching in the eleFrench club meeting this week. Those
From our seat 9, row s in the col- grams introduced into recent church studied for the ministry early in life, I mentary schools; R. H. Landis, Head of
appearing in the cast are: M. Sourcier,
le,ge auditorium Friday night, we had services. This topic was, as
the he has always manifested a particular the Industrial Arts department, who
Gerald Lively; Madame Sourcier, Ruby
judged Ted Shawn to be a man of phrase goes, right up his alley, for it interest in the relig'ious side of dane- will lead the discussion on manual arts
Stallings; Passandeau, Thomas Cham- about 30; when we stepped into the ls Ruth St. Denis, Mr. Shawn's wife ing. "The Bible," Shawn says, has 1'1 and trades; and Deans Nathile McKay
berlin; Alique, James Hobbs; and Le dressing room following the ,Perform- these 20 years, who is the chief spon- references to the dance and none of and Hobart F. Heller, who will act as
Prince, Walton Mo·r ris.
ance for a pre-arranged interview and sor of interpretive dancing in religious them unfavorable. In one place in the advisors to the boys and girls.
All students and faculty interested found ourselves looking 'into the f:H~e services. "The most vehement criti- Psalms is a clear command to dance:
More than a score of faculty memin French are urged to attend the of a greying man of perhaps 42 or 43, cism of Miss St. Denis' program at 'Praise ye the Lord in the dance.' :!.11 bers from the University of Ilinois and
meeting of Le Cercle Francais this we paused, looked around, and deduc- . R iverside Church in New York at another place there is the command to educational leaders from Eastern IlliWednesday evening, April 3, at 8 :00 in ed that we were pursuing the proverb- Christm as t'ime came from spme of praise God with timbrel and dance. nois will assist with the program.
the East Music room.
ial tangent. The genial Mr. Shawn, the worthy brethren who were not Then there was David dancing before
for it was he, soon dispelled our even pr esent," said Mr. Shawn~
the Ark. I have tried, not to dig up POST-DISPATCH P RINTS
doubts however, and for half an hour
It was T ed Shawn who prepared the dead bones of archeology and
PI CTURE
FIGURE ARTISTS TO
'
· 1 an d gave an en t're
NEWS STAFF
every query we could t'nm.~
1 church service , in - fill' d J'ust what dances Dav1'd and othCOMPETE WEDNESDAY answered
of in reference to the Terpischor::;nn eluding the open ing prayer, Doxology, er Biblical characters danced, but to
Two pictures of the Teachers ColDelegates from college and high art. Most of the talk centered aroun d t h e Gloria, a n a n t h em, a psalm , a ser- find forms which were
dignified, lege News staff have appeared in the
sc hool classes will compe t e ..,.L·O-r h onor s the 1·nterpret1·ve danc1·ng introduced m on based on the text "Ye shall !mow beautiful and adequate to express the St . Louis Post Disp atch within th e pas t
· the annual ciphering cones
t t un d er 1·nto cl1 urch serVI·ces of late, t h e new th e truth a nd the truth sh all m ake you religious concepts of America."
m
ten days. In the Sunday ro·t ogravure
· school of Amen'can Ballet at Hart - free," a h ymn and a ben edicti'>n,
American Ballet Too Superficia l.
d
section dedrcated t o lllinois, March 23,
the sponsorship of the Math club ill
5 ford , C'onn., and Mr. Shawn's theori '.!S in da n ce form, at the
Inter eMr. Shawn says the American Balthe high school assembly room at 7 :1
n omin ational church in Sa n Fran- let, which made its a lleged debut at a picture of the entire staff, congregatWednesday evening. The m atch will on m ascul'ine da ncing.
ed in the reception room, is shown.
Hartford last December, has been Last Monday a picture which appears
be conducted on a point basis, in or Prods "\IVorthy B re thren."
makin g a debut of one sort or anoth- in this issue of the News was featured
der that prizes may be awarded both to
Straddlin g a h an d Y s t 00l b es l' de l,he
Where, 0 h wh ere, can R ee d' s

I

Book Award Js
won by Former
C }}ege St den t

Debate Gro~p Is
To Hold Speech
Contest in April

I

EI Faculty to Aid
With Casey Program

Ace Brigod e O ffers
T o .App.e ar A pril 12

Le Cercle Fra ncais
Will Produce Drama

Shawn Expresses Views on lntrepetive Forms of Dancing

the individual high scorer

and

t h e chair in which Mr. Shawn , in dressing

Review Be?

(Continued on Page 10) . _

in the regular da ily edition .

-

winning ~t:ea~m~·----------~--------~g~o=w~n~,~w:as~r~e:s:tl:·n:g:,_w~e-o~p~e=n~ed
~-o-ur__n_o_t_e~:::::::::::=:===::::::::::::=:=:_____________________________________________________________________• __

C iphering Contest
Wednesday, April 3
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President R. G. Buzzard Congratulates
COLONEL TC High Students for Their Scholarship

Instructor Defends 'Grinds'; States They
Cannot Be Spared from TC High School
Miss Ellington Finds Charge
Against 'Grind' Is Unfair;
Praises Scholarly Students.

Nrm,a

Senior Class Pla.y
"The Patsy"-April 11

CASHEW

TC Grooms En tries
For League Contest
1

What Folks-Those
Harrington People!

Predicts Speech Course, Champions in 1936 During General
Assembly Talk Last Week.

"No matter when the Blue and Golci
What a family! What a family!
"We are proud of scholarship. It is
At the special invitation of the Paris I .started, it was not really complete
high school, the Eastern Illinois Music until an ole suthurn gentleman, The That's what might be said of the Har- a thing to be cultivated to make you
and Literary contest will be held at Kernel, began to contribute."
(This ringtons. Good old pop. So kind and good men and women," stated PresiParis, April 27. TC will send repre- was taken from the New York Daily
sentatives for every division of the lit- Times, and was printed by the re- soothing. Even though his pants are dent Buzzard as he addressed TC stuerary field and also in two divisions of quest of all the Kernel's friends. Oth- baggy and his coat isn't pressed, he's dents during general assembly on
the music field.
er congratulatory articles to this ef- a swell dad. Why was pop a failure Wednesday. The occ asion that
With this parody on the first couplet
In
the
music
division
the
Girls
Glee
I
feet
will be found in "Manchester as a husband? Poor ·rna, always cry- prompted these words was the fact
I wish to begin my eulogy on "The
Guardian,"
"Stage",
"L'Illustrat'ion," ing or ready to cry. What is wrong that graduates from the local school
Grinds," in answer to ten articles on club, under the direction of Miss Ruth and "Shadow."
with rna and what great changes come were outstanding on the college honor
this subject in a recent issue of the Major, will represent TC. Mary
To
increase
our
appreciation
of
Lhis
over
her? Who caused it? And then roll list for the winter term. All of
Widger
and
Rosemary
McArthur
College News . I do not believe the augentleman's
country
wit
and
humor,
there
is Grace, a typical big sister. which tends to prove that the schowill
enter
the
girls'
solo.
thors of some of those artices know
he
has
consented
to
print
several
of
.Jealous
Grace, always harping about lastic standard of the high school is
Following are the entries in literary
the difference between "a grind" and
the
jokes
that
have
appeared
in
our
something.
Why couldn't Grace hold high. "Those students who play
a "scholar," and I fear that they do events: Humorous reading, Mildred
page
before
his
reign:
Tony,
and
why
did she almost lose through high school meet bumps in
not know the real joy that may come Adkins and Rosina Sissel; dramatic
Billy?
college," warned the speaker.
Soph:
"How
did
you
get
your
mureading,
Nina
Tefft
and
Aline
Claar;
from study and thinking. Because a
sical
talent?"
President Buzzard presented an outextemporaneous
speaking,
Lois
Schuper&en studies or writes or works conLast but not least is little patsy.
line
of the new developments for the
bert;
oration,
John
MacGregor;
modFrosh:
"I
was
born
in
A
flat."
tinuously is no reason for calling him
Always without realizing it, gettin g mfutur~.
An attempt is being made to
ern
poetry,
Pauline
Smith,
Helen
(Sept.
4,
1926.)
or her a "grind." This may be the
to trouble with Ma or Grace. Pop was
secure
both
equipment and an instrucThomas,
Betty
King,
Martha
Andermost delightful pleasure a real student
Teacher: "Take this sentence: 'Take her only friend until-who came along
tor
for
a
commercial
course, consisting
son,
and
Mildred
Moore;
composition,
can have, more delightful than seethe can out of the lot.' What mood?" to make Patsy happy? What unusual
of
typewriting
and
shorthand.
ing movies, or strolling the halls arm Robert Hallowell.
Johnny: "The can.''-(Jan. 4. 1926). method did she use to win him? Come
.
If present hopes materialize, TC
in arm or lounging around a cafe, or
and see, or it might be used on you.
Since only one entry is allowed m J
.
.
each division, preliminaries will be
First pupil: Do you know how rats You will find the Harringtons just as students will be offered speech work
than just sitting and do-ing nothing.
held in General Assembly April 9.
get in here?"
they are in "The Patsy," presented by next year. This study will prepare
Scholars Deserve Praise
Second d'itto: "Naw."
the Senior class of TC, April 11. What them for participating in oratory,
Why should pupils be ridiculed, callreadings, debates, and extemporaneous
a family!
First
ditto:
"You're
right."-(Feb.
1,
ed "teachers pets," because they are dospeaking. There is a great possibility
1927).
ing the thing they enjoy most, and doof acquiring a well known teacher who
What
insect
lives
on
the
least
food'?"
ing it even when they do not have to
is especially sk'illful in this art.
moth.
It
lives
on
holes.""The
do so. If they write more often
"It is an old, old story that TC high
than their ridiculers it is because they
The TC Red Cross received a box (March 8, 1928.)
school will be in the finals in 1936,"
Drink a glass of cold water and lie
are the only ones who have any correct from Hungary. Not a box of Huninformation or any ideas worth using garian candy, but a regular treasure down quietly for an hour. Then you
The Footlights club is to present to declared President Buzzard, optimistthe time of the class to hear. They box with a portfolio of Hungarian will turn to the Kernel's quaint p!:li .. the college chapel a one-act play en- ically. With Coach Van Horn as leadscenes, samples of the beautiful vivid l·o-sofy and timely humor with true aptitled, "The Princess Marries the er, TC is bound to win.
have made
and H ungarian
.
.
. the proper preparations
·
em b rm'denes
an d a 1etter preciation and gratitude.
Page," on High School Day, May 2.
done their. work themselves, throughly wh'IC h expresse d th e h ope of f ur th erYours modestly,
This light and delicate play was writand happily. They do not need to C?PY ing their acquaintance with the TC
The Kashew, 1857 (the
ten by the well-known artist, Edna St.
others work nor bluff through a reCita- R d Cr
Th
· 1
h
t th
year of the panic). Vincent Mallay. The setting is in the
.
. pretend t h ey d I'd not h ear th e
ett
oss. · e· grr s· w o wro e d e
t wn
no1
.
1e er were JUnwrs m a secon ary
tower of a castle in the eighteenth
question, nor resort ~o any of the many school for girls. They told. of their
1
century.
The playette ,was chosen by
subterfuges of the Idlers and scoffers. various t d '
h I'd
'
k
d
.
uch
s u Ies,
o I ays, wor , an
FIVE CHAIRS-NO WAITING
Miss
Winnie
Nealy, who, with Mr.
The one wl 1-D so gi'bl Y t eims
s
pleasures.
Whose favot·ite sa.yings are these?
Rothschild, plans to help and direct
"grinds" doubtless honestly thinks such
In return for these treasures TC
......
1. "Oh, no, teacher. He isn't ab- the players. There are only four chara student is really having a dreadful Red Cross wishes to make a portfolio
Southwest Corner
acters in the comedy, namely, the
time doing this preparation when with three sections, first scenes around sent. He just skipped."
Square
2. "Peeping through the knotholes princess, the page, the minister, and 1
really the student has had the most Charleston, Illinois, second, scenes in
.__.._.._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - '
delightful time. He or she has real~y the state of Illinois, and third, pic- of grandpa's wooden leg---:or, or why the maid.
enjoyed mastering the problems m tures of importance in the United did they build the ocean so close to
the shore?"
mathemati'cs or the topic in English states.
3. Shut up, Sundy.''
or History. There is such a thirtg
get
4. "Now, Billy, Billy, don't
among high school pupils as intellectu:tl
smart."
pleasure, such a thing as joyous study.
Special ·L ow Prices on our Entire Stock of Fine, First Quality, Blue
5. "But you ought to hear what I
I think we have many such pupils in
White Diamonds for "April, the Diamond Month." Watch Our
said."
our high school and they are neither
Windows forr Real Values.
6. "!'ve--er-got to make a spee~~1."
"grinds" nor "drudges."
Wednesday, April 3, the annual
7. "A word to the wise is sufficciphering contest will be held. Each
Who Is a Schola.r?
ient."
But suppose some do work and study class or organization of the entire colTHE WEST SIDE JEWELER
8. "We've cropped all the honors of
because they think they ought to do s·o lege and high school is entitled to
with no great liking for the drudging. enter one contestant. There is a prize thewho~,ha~~twe,kid?''
~--------------------------------~
Are they "grinds?" I should say not. for the winning team and a prize for
-··-··-11·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··--·--·-··--·--·--~-· -~~·-··-··--·-· +
Rather call them conscientious students the individual high scorer. Last year
who have the stamina to resist tempta- only one high school class was repre -:
J
tions to loaf when they should be at sented. 'Way, 'way back in the dim +•-aa-at-aa-aa-ae-at-a•-••- • • -••- •a - M'I • +•-u-aa-ae-a•-••-••-••-••-••-•• -'~•-••-· +•-u-••-••-••-••-••- ••-••-K•-••-•11-aa-+
work. Who can turn aside play in or- past a freshman boy and girl in high
DR. W. B. TYM
lloffice Phone 43
Res. Phone 1148
der to do their jobs. For after all the school stole the prize from under the Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715
nose
of
even
those
learned
seniors
in
chief jobs at school is studying. In most
J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
DENTIST
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
cases you will find that such students College.
Eye, Eir, Nose and Throat
DENTIST
really do play enough but they work
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5
WE'RE REALLY SORRY
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
1
People's Drug Store Bldg.
when they are supposed to work and
Charleston, Dl.
Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762
Charleston, Ill.
play when play time comes. Suppose
In listing the students with scholarthey do have to take some playtime
+·------ll-te-tlll-ti-11-II-II-II-11-II-+·-··-··-III,_MI-11-Mfl-fii-IM-II-IG-II-II-M+-·I -If-ln-aii-III-1~-II-11-IM-II-11-II-I+
for work, that they really do "grind" ship honors for the winter quarter,
DR. 0. E. BITE
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
and drudge at it, still I say "blessed be the following names were omitted:
seniors, Pauline Smith and Robert
DENTIST
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD
the grinds."
Alexander Bldg.
Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 A. M. and
I quote from William Channing Gar- Thomas, honors;, sophomores, Frances
1st National Bank Bldg.
nett's essay in "Blessed Be Drudgery·' Myers, high honors; freshman, Maxine
North Side Square
2:00 to 6 :00 and 7:00 to 9:00 P. M.
where he speaks of the "culture that Rennels, high honors.
Phone
340
•
604lh Sixth St.
Office Hours: 8-12-1-5
comes through drudgery." Drudgery,
Frames
Repa·
d
;r
~
D
t
·
d
lPhones:
Office,
30; Res. c. D. s. 770:
.
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629
The present Blue and Gold staff is
Ire ---'~nses
up11ca e
Res. W. M. S., 132
he says, gives culture to the "prime
as follows: Margaret Servey, editor; +•-aa-l~t-lt-11-11-~la-11-11-1111-•1-••- •-••-•~-••-~•-•~-•r-••-~•-••-t:l-al-••-•+-~~•-••-••-••-••-•1-tll-al-lt-aa-al-tl-•tf.
elements of life," that it produces "the
Rosemary McArthur, associate editor;
I
very fundamentals of all fine manDR. J. R. ALEXANDER
DR. C. E. DUNCAN
:
DR. N. C IKNAYAN
James Clark, sports writer; Marguerhood and fine womanhood." Then a
516¥.!
Sixth
St.
OCULIST
loffice Hours 8 to i2:15 & 11:30 to 6:15
ite Sunderman, Maurine Ehgle, fealittle further on he lists these "fine
ture writers; Robert Hallowell, FranPHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Corner 8th and Jackson
Saturday and Monday Nights
elements of culture" as the "power of ces Durgee, Margaret Highland, Lois
attention, power of industry, prompti- Shubert, Harold •L ee . Hayes, Martha
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Office and Residence
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
tude in beginning work, method and Anderson and Betty Lou Bails, reportP hones: Office 218; Res. 160
Phon~ 12
501 Jackson St.
accuracy and dispatch in doing work, ers.
perseverance, courage before difficul+----·-----·---~-~--·--·--··-·~-··-··- ----·~-··--~-··--·-··-~~·-··-·11-ll-14-ll+-·~-··-··-··-··-··-1·-··-··-··-·1-ll-·+
ties, cheer under straining burdens,
DR. H. A. SHAFFER
Phone : Office and Res. 242
self-control and self-denial and tem- ones we can not spare from our high
Corner
6th
and
Van
Buren
,
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
perance." Still further on he speaks o-f school.
G. B . DUDLEY, M. D.
P
hysician
and
Surgeon
"order, diligence, patience, honesty" as
Linder Bldg.
By Miss Lena B. Ellington
the outgrowth of drudgery-of grinds
511¥.!
J
ackson
Street
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Office Hours: 8:30-12; 1-5:30; 7-9
as our College News friends would say.
P hone 440
Thursdays-8:30-12; 7-9
Agrees with Commentator
FILL UP YOUR G AS TANK
If these qualities are the funda......
....
._···-·--··-··-··-··-··-·--··-··-··-··-·+-··--·-··-··-··-··--~~-··-··--·--·--_.+
mentals of fine womanhood and manDR . B. C. TREXLER
Office Phone 173
Res. Phone 972
AT
hood, and if education is for the purDR.
CHARLES
E.
GR
EER
DENTIST
pose of developing fine men and woFRANCIS W. CHITTICK, 0. D.
men, then, I say with Mr. Garnett,
Est. 1903
721 Jackson Street
!Linder Bldg.
"Let us sing a hallelujah and make a
Lenses
Ground
While You Wait
FILLING STATION
P hone 77
fresh beautitude, 'Blessed be Drudgery!
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037
114 S. Main st.
P aris, Illinois
CANDY AND CIGARETT ES
It is the one thing we can not spare."
J3lessed be the "grinds." They are the
II 11-.1• .,._.,_..,_..._..,_.,._,,_.,_,,~_.1__:.._,+
+• • II I I I I II I I I I M M • U
10--11__
_,1 111•-=-1-1-MIIo- la-1-~~-...
"All work and no play
Makes Jack a dull boy"
All play and no work
Makes Jack a great shirk
Much work and some play
Makes Jack a fine man!.

TC Red Cross Gets
Box from Hungary

Footlights Club to
Give Play a'l Chapel

HOLMES BARBER
SHOP

-si'

W ee Wonders

DIAMOND RING SALE

Ciphering Contest
Scheduled April 3

I

C. W. HUCKLEBERRY & SON

·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·•-•tt-••-··-··-··-··-··-·.
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TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

Fidelis Formal Will Be Given This Saturday Nite
'Easter Prelude' to Be Played by Novelty 1----------------Social News in Hues Mr. and Mrs. Phipps Entertain Students
Six Orchestra; US Grant Hotel Is Scene John William Wylde, of Greenup, Of Chemistry with 'Laboratory Parties'
- attending Purdue University at LafayBeakers, Test Tubes Brought into
Jim Robertson, Charles Austin,
ette, Indiana, visited Irene Whitacre
and Gerald Mel{ eal Form Comlast week.
Play for Honorary Fetes on
mittee Preparing Plans.
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Guinaugh,
Monday and Tuesday Nights.
-,,Dean and Mrs. F. A. Beu, Dean a!!d
Fidelis, unlettered fraternity at EI,
Miss Emma Reinhardt entertained Mrs. Hobart Heller, R. G. Buz:&ard,
Mrs. Marguerite Armstrong and
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Phipps enterwill present its annual Winter Formal the Council of Nine, unit presidents, Frieder'ick Koch, Miss Edith Ragan, Lynn Sanders were married in Cha:r- tained the Chemistry 34 and 35 classes,
Saturday night at the Hotel U. S the Pemberton Hall Council and her Miss Bankson, Miss Anna H . :Morse, leston, Monday, April 1 at 3 p. m. They the student teachers, and the laboraGrant, Mattoon. Hours for dancing FERA students at a theatre party on and Charles S. Spooner, were in Nash- left immediately for Chicago for a tory assistants with unique parties on
are from 8:30 to 12 p. m.
Monday evening. After the show, re- ville, Tennessee - attending the EI stay of one week, after which they will Monday and Tuesday evenings. The
The No•v elty Six of Effingham has freshments were served to the group broadcast over WSM at Peabody Col- return to Charleston to make tlleir I dining room table was cleverly (!Onhome.
verted into a laboratory table from
been engaged to play. This orchestra at the Corner Confectionery.
lege, Friday evening.
The bride has been employed 1'\.t the which flash and beaker shaped couk'ies
has appeared at the college twice this
Those present in addition to the
Elbert Field of Urbana visited in
Modern Beauty Shop in this city. Mr . and sandwiches were served. Tea and
year, once in the Fall for the Sopho- hostess were: Miss Nathile McKay, Charleston over the week-end.
more dance honoring the football team Florence Wood, Evelyn Hallowel,
Kenneth Davis, '33, now residing in Sanders' operates a studio on Sixth coffee appeared in test tubes.
and again last month for the Industrial Helen Swanson, Maxine Harrod, Mary Chicago, visited friends at Charleston street which he opened last fall. He
The guests for Monday evening inArts-Heme Economics st. Patrick's Day Elizabeth Inman, Shirley Harrod, Eve- this week.
attended the college in 1927-28 and eluded Phyllis Adkins, Anna Mae Bails,
Paul Swickard spent the week-end while here conducted a campus orch- Maxine Eubank, Mary Love, Kathryn
dance. The organization has played lyn Carruthers, Jane Z'imrnerr:Fm,
several dances recently in the vicinity Alice Groff, Ruth Miller, Ella Mae in Newman.
est~.a. Later h~ entered the field of Merritt, Myrle
Munson,
Dorothy
of Charleston .
Jackson, Catherine Lumbrick, Ruth
John Munich and Bernard G.i·igonis radiO broadcastmg but two years ago Smith, Jaunee swearinger, Lucille
Clapp, Mildred Fritchley, Evelyn spent the week-end in Calumet City.
took up photography. He has been Thomas Irma Winkleblack William
J im Robertson is chairman of the Brookhart, Dorothy Bonham, Emma
Mary Elizabeth Weir,
att.rmding asso?iat~d with .a number of le~ding Bails, Clarence Carlson, H~yt Cover-·
committee making arrangements for Jean Duff, Donna Smith, Mary More- school at Texas, is v'ilsiting friends studios m Detroit and Toledo, Ohio.
stone, Leallyn Clapp, Jerry craven,
the affair. He is being assisted by land, Katherine Hall, Julia Lucille and relatives in Charleston .... KathHomer Hendricks, Floyd Jone<;, and
Gerald McNeal and Charles Austin Danforth, Viola Maronto, Vivian Met- · leen Forcum spent the week-end in
Gerald Tribune.
Invitations have been sent to all form- calf, Violet McFarland,' Opal Norton, Oblong . . .. Jessie Phillips 2,nd Roy
The guests Tuesday evening \V(~l'e
er members of Fidelis and the chair- and Rose Lea Verbeau.
1 Wilki:as of Mattoon, and Robert Doyle
__
Evelyn
Brookhart, Ruby Cor..ovE.·r,
of Champaign were guests of Juanita
man reports that many have replied
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
A.
Rothschild
Helen
Devinney,
Florence Field, W~Hi
that they will be present.
Brown, Friday evening . . . J eanette
entertained
with
a
7
o'clock
dinner
fred
Gillum,
Alice
Groff, Catherine
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart F. Heller and
Rosene was the guest of Crystal Funkparty
at
their
home,
Polk
street,
Lumbrick,
Ruth
Miller..
Dori~ Ross,
Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor will act as
houser in Paris .... Wilma Ann Mill739
Monday
evening.
The
after-dinner
I
Eugene
Armer,
John
Gillu~,
G~orge
chaper·ons. Lloyd Carruthers is presi-er had as her week-end guc;:,ts at her
dent of Fidelis.
Mr. and Mrs. Friederick Koch en- home in Tower Hlll, Helen Agee and hours were spent in playing bridge. Henry, Ralph Mcintosh, Milton S1eg~l,
Invited guests included: President and Max Stark, Charles Tucker, Murym
tertained with a seven o'clock dinner and Virginia Hilier.
Mrs. R . G. Buzzard, Mr. and Mrs. Har- Wyatt, and Mr. A. B. Crowe.
Wednesday evening at their home 1502
Fourth street. The remainder of the
old M. Cavins, Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn
evening was spent in conversaton.
L. Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
Spring flowers were used in the decorColeman, Mr. and Mrs. Hobart F. Hellations.
Those present were: Dr. and
-er, Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Lantz, Mr. and
Miss Natalie Lantz, daughter of
Being a "backward" group of girls Mrs. Fiske Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Coach and Mrs. C. P. Lantz, tendered Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Dr. and Mrs. W.
Sunderman,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H
F.
certainly
excused many of the bridge Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Sloan,
Are you dreading these Spring
E.
her resignation last week as teacher in
rains that make your wave droop
the Jefferson grade school system of Heller, Mr. and Mrs. -vvalter Scruggs, mistakes which the Polygons made at Mr. and Mrs. Water W. Cook, Miss
and your curls string?
this city. Miss Lantz plans to be mar- Mr. and Mrs. J. Y. Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. their bridge party Thursday evening. Nathile McKay, Miss Lena B. Ellington~
Charles S. Spooner, A. B. Crowe, Misses Many of the guests arrived backwards, Miss Wilhelmina Jacobson, Miss Emma
ried on the evening before Easter.
Be happy with the knowledge
Annie Weller, Anabel Johnson, Nathile dressed backwards, and entered at the Reinhardt, and Mrs. Christine PeterHer position will be filled by Miss
tha.t even April showers can't ruin
McKay, Ruby Ha:rr is Edith Ragan, back door at 1427 Ninth street. .Joan son.
Mary Catherine Curtis, of El Paso, and
yow· new permanent wave!
Ruth Hostetler and Mrs. Otto Wick of Hunter and Louise Cash were hosa former student of EI. Miss Curtis
tesses and the house-lady was Mrs.
New York.
has been employed to finish out the
Audley Rennels.
remainder of the year.
PERMANENTS
MRS. PAUL SLOAN IS
Four tables of bridge were in play
Oil colors, carefully and painstakwith Daisy McClure holding h'i gh score.
ingly applied by hand, will enhance
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Lantz an- 1
DRAM A CLUB HOSTESS One
group of 1 "budding anagramists"
the charm of the most attractive
nounce the approaching marriage of
,
Members of the Drama study club added to the entertainment. Refresh- I portrait.
their daughter , Natalie, to Mr. JanH::;:;
t
t
son, of State College, PPrn- were guests of Mrs. Paul w. Sloan, mens were served by the hostesses o
G. Thomp
1441 Seventh street, Thursday eveni'ng. about twenty-five girls.
This specialized technique is not
sylvania on April 20. Miss Lantz is a
to be confused with tinting.
graduate of the Teachers College, tak- Lillian Hellman's play, "Children's
PHONE 1501
Miss Clara Attebery will entertain
ing part of her undergraduat~ \Vork Hour," was presented under the ill- at dinner Tuesday evening at her
at cornell University, rthica,
New rection of Mrs. J. Glenn Ross, followed apartment. Her guests will be Mrs. A.
York, where she is a member of Pi by transaction of regular club business.
M. Howell, Mrs. Ed Fellis, Miss Besse
Beta Phi sorority. Mr. Thompson is Twenty-four members of the group
Cole of Hillsboro, and Miss Theda
a graduate of the Pennsylvania Stat~ were present.
Gildermeister of Minnesa.ta.
College and a member of Lbe Delta
- - - - - -·Tau Delta fraternity. At pres ~.1t Mr
GUESTS AT PEMBERTON
Have your Spring clothes Cleaned, Dyed and Pressed now.
Thompson is assistant office ma11agf'r
Altering·, Relining and Repairing. I do the Best Grade of Cleaning
Among faculty guests for Sunday
in Central Illinois.
of Swigart Associates Inc. Insurance
office of Huntington, Pennsylv~tJ.1ia, dinner at Pemberton Hall were the
and a director of the Mutual B~nPfit following: Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Met- J
~CHARLESTON
Fire Insurance Company of Hunting- ter, Mr. and Mrs. Russell H. Landis,
R. W. Westenbarger
610
Sixth St.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Weckel, Mr. 1
ton.
and Mrs. R. W. Cordier, Mr. and J.\1rs. l
Paul W. Sloan, and Miss Mary J.
Booth.

Miss Emma Reinhardt
Gives Theatre Party

Former Director of
Campus Band Marries

I

I

Donald Rothschilds
Entertain Monday

Friederich Kochs Are
Hosts at Dinner Party

Miss Natalie Lantz
To Be Wed April 20

Polygons Go Forward
With Backwards Party

APRIL SHOWERS!!

The Charm of ·C olor

I

$2.50 and up

--

Modern Beauty Shop

Sanders Studio

CALL 404

Eat at the

Dinner Party Given
By Miss Reinhardt

Miss Emma ReinhaJ:dt entertained
with a 6: 30 o'clock dinner party at the
home of Mrs. Harry Ball on Friday
evening.
Guests were as follows: ML'3 Mary
J. Booth, Miss Annie Weller, Miss
Anabel Johnson, Miss Maude Chambers, Miss Ruby Harris, MBs Gay Anderson, Mrs. W. J . . Awty, Miss May
Smith, Miss Edith Wilson, Miss Hazel
Hicks, Miss Ruth Major, Miss Jessie M
Hunter, Miss Nellie Ragan, Miss Harriet Love, and Miss Isabel Ruehrmund.

HOI SEHOLDERS' TEA TO
BE GIVEN AT PEMBERTON
Householders of Charleston will be
guests at a tea on April 22 at Pemberton Hall. At that time, display cards,
inscribed w'ith the householder's name,
will be distributed for the sum1aer
session. This is in accordance with a
new regulation which calls for display of house cards.

MORE SOCIETY ON PAGE 10
$1.00 Cotys Powder-All shades, 75c
-Peoples Drug Store-Walgreen System-North side square.

CLEANERS & DYERS

JIM TAM

FOURTH ST. Near LINCOLN

BLAIRS ENTERTAIN

-

Reverend and Mrs. W. I. Blair of
Charleston entertained guests at a six
o'clock dinner on Thursday evening.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. S I
E. Thomas, Mr. and Mrs J. B. MacGregor, and President and Mrs. R. G. j
Buzzard.

I

For Something Good in Eats or Drinks
Stop at the

lOc CHILI lOc
5c HAMBURGERS 5c

Corner Confectionery

5c HOT DOGS 5c

PHONE 81

Candy Bars,
Cigarettes and Pop

STUART'S 1· - - - - ·1 Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store
DRUG STORE

NEW GROCERY AND

EAST SIDE SQUARE

MARKET

This week we are offering a new
line of colored eye shades and
goggles at bargain prices.
Take care of that cold-we have
the remedies.
Automatic Pencils and Pencil
leads in all grades.
WE DO PRINTING AND
DEVEWPING

I

Phone 1478

We always have a complete line
of Fresh Fruit and Vegetables at
Reasonable Prices
CHARLESTON
FRUIT STORE
Phone 531

,
_____
----

·S tuart's Drug Store I
._
_____. I. _

_____

You '11 be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for the girl.

Lawyer's Grocery
1020 Lincoln St.

WELCOMES YOU!

I

___,

HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
DRESS GOODS
HAT·S

OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service
at all times. Expert operator.

ALEXAN -D ER'S

"OVER 1,500,000 FORD V-S's NOW IN USE"

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

COATS
DRESSES
SPORTS WEAR
MUSIC

PHONE 666
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Readers Revue

i
I

-By Evelyn Hallowell
"In the spring, a young man's
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stu- fancy · · · ·" Yes, your Browser friend
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at has spring fever. But, I've found one \
-By the Editor
I The reminiscences c.f two surgeonsCharleston
solution. That's poetry.
I thought
-·-~~-~~-~~-~~-··-+ Memoirs of a Small-Town Surgeon
that you, too, might like to know some
by Brooks Wheeler Frederick A. Stokes,
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the good poetry collections.
FULL
LENGTH
PORTRAIT$3.00) and Fifty Years a Surgeon by
Post Office ali Charleston, illinois, under the Act of March
First
comes
Edna
St.
Vincent
Millay's
This
week's
social
calendar
is
headed
by
a
traditional
Robert T . Morris, M. D. ( E. P. Dutton
3, 1879.
.
"Few Figs For Thistles," "Second event-the Fidelis Formal. The sponsor is a unique or- and Company, $3.50) will certainly be
<J@i!ii~ Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
April," and "Renaissance.'' She's my ganization at EI. Serving its purinteresting reading. When doctors refavorite.
You'll
like
her
too.
Then
pose
as
a
club
for
college
men
with
minisce, they tell stories, as only a docAlexander Summers '36 ........................................................ Editor
Sara
Teasdale
runs
a
close
second.
She
~u.tual i~t~r.ests i~ so~ial and sch?oltor
can tell them. The human interRoy Wilson '36 ............................................ ...... Assistant Editor
has f·o ur interesting volumes: "Stars ClVlC actiVIties, Fidells makes little
est element!
Leallyn Clapp '35-Phone 224...................•....Business Manager Tonight," "Flame
and
Shadow," effort to proceed beyond its original
Au Indiscretion in the Life of a Lady
Harold Cottingham-Phone 1146..................Publicity Director "Rainbow Gold," and "Dark of the charter. Five years ago a select
(Johns Hopkins P ress, $2.00) is Thomas
number organized; the principles
Evalyn Schooley ...................................................... Society Editor
outlined at that time are followed '
Hardy's "Lost Novel" now first printed
Margaret Servey .......................................... High School Editor
"Dark of the Moon" suggests Carl
in America, edited by Carl J . Weber.
He also today. Fidelis usually sponsors three
This story was printed in the New
Franklyn L. Andrews .......................................................... Adviser Sanburg's "Early Moon."
.
Qua rt erly' Ma gaz1ne
.
. 1878 . P rofesh as a OO·11 ec t 1on
ca lled "S mo k e an d or four social events
. . each year, enm
Member
of
Steel"
and
one
called
"Good
Morn·
~ers
s~unt
competitiOn
at
Homecom•
L
.
Carruthers
sor
Weber
followed
the
trail of this
Member
.
A
.
,
H
·t
t
'th
mg
t1me,
and
meets
regularly
for
.
f
th·
t
d f'
C. S. P .
I . 0. P. A . . mg menca.
e wn es poe ry WJ.:
'nformal discuss·on Lloyd C rr th s .
.d t
f first story or
1r y years an ma11y
th
t
'll
f'
d
.
t
.
1
1
.
a
u
er
Is
presi
en
o
t
·t
Ch
.
t
h
1
.
~-~~======~================= a. f resh VIgor
a you
m m ng- Fidelis this year. He hails from Neoga, is a senior, starred unear "hed 1 ·
ns op er Mor.ey
TUESDAY, APRIL 2, 1935
umg. In contrast to Sandburg, try in intramural basketball play works at Pembe t
H ll says, Rarely has a more engagmg
William Rose Benet's "The Falconer and is considered by Fidelis 'members to be r a~n id:ai fragment of a great writer's prentice
of God." "Man P.ossessed" or "Riptide." leader.
work come to h and; rarely have both
the strength and weakness of a noble
Student Co-operation Needed in EI's You'll think twice about "Riptide."
Oh, yes, don't forget Emily Dicldn- PICTORIALStalent been so vividly prefigured."
Drive for New Gymnasium
son's poetry. There are several collee After the somewhat sumptuous sallies of the News
William F aulkner's new novel Plyon
this year in issuing 16 page papers and special edi(Smith and Haas, $2.50) is the story of
The time is not far distant when EI students tions of her works which you'll fmd
tions, some skeptics are probably beginning to wona barnstorming aviation troupe of unwill be called upon to do their bit toward getting listed. I see that I haven't ne.t:·ly
enough time for suggestions enough
der about the reason. It is not so easy of answer as
conventional attitudes. The writing in
much-needed buildings h ere. Sometime soon House to cure your spring fever, so I'll save
it might appear. A school paper grows slowly and
the book is said to be powerful but
Bill No. 571 is going to come before the Illinois some of them for next week.
after a series of significant but almost unnoticeable
the people are not human.
changes
becomes
an
institution.
After
reaching
that
A $4,000 prize has been awarded to
General Assembly. B efore that momentous occastage it aspires to become first an established instituElizabeth Cr owe Hannum of Chicago
sion, ho·w ever, students should deluge their repretion, then a respected institution, ·a t last a tradition,
by the Atlantic Monthly Press in assentatives and senators with letters. Those comand finally something noble. This vicissitude of progsociation with Little, Brown and Comress made itself vividly evident with last week's annipany. This author's textbook Speak,
munications should set forth, to the best of your
Students a.nd faculty members
versary issue. Stanley Elam's brilliant report on the
Read, Write! was judged the "best
ability and in the best grammatical form, the needs are invited to cla.mber upon the
paper's history traced that rise. Articles by Roy Wilbasal textbook submitted in the field
for those proposed buildings. Let your representasoap box andl give vent to their
son, Harold Cottingham, and Dorothy Bonham on
of high school English." The purpose
opiniOIIlS on anything printed in
projects of. the News verified its establishment. Of
of the competition just closed was to
tives in the l egislative body of the state know excourse, the paper has not reached the pinnacle to
encourage t he "writing of fresh and
actly why you and your parents are so concerned. the News, problems around school.
or
national
topics
which
may
ha.ve
which
it
and
any
publication
aspires;
it
is
merely
takoriginal textbook material."
Go one step f.urther; ask your parents to send coming important strides in that direction each year.
a.
bea.ring on colleges. Please limit
Elizabeth Drew, who wrote Discovermunications. W e do not have to beseech representletters to 150 words. All communiing
Poetry, has a new book, The Enatives for these structures; the grim need is obvious cations must bewr the signature of KALEIDOSCOPICS
joyment
of Literature (Norton, $2.50).
and needs no sentimental exaggeration. Your duty the writer. The News assumes no
The Associated Collegiate Press in a recent dispatch
Although it is a first novel and will
is to impress upon t he legislature· those needs.
responsibility for opinions expressed
ferreted out the opinions of numerous college heads on not be published until April 2, The
the subject of a newspaper's purpose. Eugene A. Gil- Grass Grows Green by Hortense Lion,
in
thls
column.
I n the interests of the campaign for new buildmore, president of the University of Iowa, said: "I think is already in its second printing,
ings and equipment, the News is running two specollege
newspapers should at all times endeavor to main- Houghton Mifflin reports. Each ediYes, But Who Is Who?
cial supplements. One of them appeared two weeks
tain continuity between the past and the present. They tion was 5,000 copies.
ago and set forth o.u r needs for a new Science build- To the Soap-Box:
should be timely, but not timeless. They should earnestly
Juluis Fleischmann's Footsteps in the
Why not have a "Who's Who" of the
ing. Next week a gymnasium special on the same
endeavor to avoid being merely contemporaneous." Speak- Sea, the story of a yacht trip around
college?
Not
only
would
it
be
a
means
order of composition will be featured . These two
ing on the subject of objectives of a newspaper, John J. the world, is coming from Putman's on
special sections will be sent to each member of the of recognizing work of outstanding Tiger, president of the University of Florida, said: "The April 4. There will be a special limited
Assembly when t h e opportune time arri es. W e leaders in activities and scholarship, most worthy objective of college publications in 1935 edition of 125 copies, numbered and
implore students to do their share in this campaign. but it would be a source of pleasure to should be a continuation of the policy of sympathetic co- signed by the author.
who after graduation like to operation with our college and public officials." Each presiW e request that you save copies of these special students
Shining and Free by G. B. Stern
look back upon their college days.
dent had a different idea. One stressed accuracy in resupplement and refer to them when you write let(Alfred A. Knopf, $2.50) is a pendant
-A. H.
porting; another hoped editors would be devoted to preter s. Only the closest, most concerted co-operation
Are you sure you wouldn't make serving democratic ideals; still another believed editors to the "Matriarch" trilogy. Hnwever,
this book can be read independently.
will bring to EI new structures.
somebody mad? The editors.
should remain faithful to the purposes of the college.
This novel, unlike the others, is not
a long and leisurely story. In it. Miss
SNAPSHOTSLiberalism Takes Proper Niche
Advocate New Courses
Stern tells of the Matriarch on the eve
The above symposiwn of opinion shows that editors
of her eighty-eighth birthday.
Liberalism in college ? ''Yes.'' .A new philos- ~ To the Soap-Box:
and college heads are working in accord. Most editors
. .
.
.
Why is it that Eastern State does
The movies took Hugh Walpole's
are sponsoring one, more, or all of the suggestions
ophy of tol eratwn has made Itself evident, we be- not offer typing and shorthand
a nd made a movie. If you
Vanessa
made by the presidents. It is a source of consolation
lieve, in our nation 's colleges. In fact, real curi-l courses? Those two accomplishments
h
aven't
read
the book, wait a while
to us that our own president feels that there is a
are
becoming
more
urgent
as
teacher
before
you
do.
Did they really beosity about all things of interest . to education and
definite place in the college for a representatve newsrequirements increase.
Besides, it
lieve
t
hey
could
find
any one exquisite
paper. And, we are trying to be worthy of that faith.
life is apparent. Seldom are students prohibited helps the student immeasureably if
enough
to
play
the
role of Judith
Equally as important as administration harmony with
to investigate new t heories, teachings, and institu- his work is typed. Shorthand should
P
aris?
It
is
an
insult
to one's intellithe paper is student approval. Without administrations. We cite the policy of leading college jour- improve his classwork. Teachers are
gence
to
give
it
the
sub-title:
"Her
tion sanction there can be no newspaper; without
nals as proof that the day of restricted discussion desirious of type-written material and
Love
Story"
and
to
say
that
the
theme
student sanction the same is true. It would seem ,
on all subjects is approaching its end. More and yet those who oould have machines
is "love will find a way."
from the above comments, that existence of a newsmore student publications are airing the most re- have not had the training necessary
paper is wholly dependent upon administration and
+ - ••- ••- ••- ••-•11 -n-.r-•t- 111- •t-••-•+
cent, sometimes radical, opinions of educators, ideas to operate them. It seems to me that
students. We were only speaking figuratively to show
the installation · of two such courses
that success of any paper, in the long run, depends
of critics of education, and student comment. Not
The Elephant's
J
would be a laudable g·oal for EI.
upon the newspaper's only quality-its accuracy, its

+·--·-- . . . -· . .

i

I
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The Soap Box

all these published views are what might be called
'sound. ' Many of them show downright exhibitionism on t h e part of publicity-hungering commentators. But out of the n ew attitude has come a frank
exposal of many heretofore guarded ideas which
stl!dents should have known about long ago.
Mr. Spooner o1f the Zoology department made
a plea for a more intelligent pres~p.tation or£ current
ideas in a talk b efore the Rotary club recently. H e
stated t h at it is far more desirable that students be
informed of such movements as communism, etc .,
rather than to learn of them through their own colored and exaggerated propaganda. Mr. Spooner's
viewpoint typifies the attitude of the majority . o.
in tructors and students at the present time. It is
certainly more desirable to be fairly and intelligently informed on such problems than to· be tempted into learning facetiously of them. Besides, to
kno·w of all things is the SQi_rit of education.

j

Recommend Magazine Art:cles
Dear Editor:
There is a wealth of material' appearing in current magazines on the subject of the college student of today. At
present people are giving a great deal
of thought to the future of the college student, it seems, and writers are
calculating his destiny. Many of these
articles are not only interesting reading_ but also very instructional. I believe there should be some kind of a
guide issued each month so that students would know where to look for
these articles. Notice of them could be
posted on the bulletin board or else an
announcement made in the News. It's
worth a try.
-Just Suggesting.

reliability, its faithfulness to journalistic principles.
If it possesses those qualities, the two units of any
school are bound to be warm friends to its existence.

EXPOSURES
Jim Scott, interviewer-unequalled on the News staff last
fall, is turning out some fine news stories for the Decatur Herald and Review. One of his stories rated page one
last week, by-line and all. Mr. Scott was one of the best
equipped writers ever to contribute to the News. His style
was unique in that it harked back to the days of writeups replete with literary flourishes. But Mr. Scott could
so manipulate it, supplement with new, terse, descriptive
words, that it seemed entirely original. His interviews
with athletes and prominent Charleston citizens were
standouts of the 1933-34 News. After leaving school at
the end of the Fall quarter, Mr. Scott reported for the
Sullivan, Ill., paper and then became a district correspondent for the Decatur publication.
,..

+·-------·--·--·--·--··-··-···~~~--·-··--·--·--·-··-··--·-·+

Randolph-Macon Woman's College
Speech Contest Deserves Praise
(Lynchburg, Va.) is the only woman's
college in the country which publishes
Mrs. Elizabeth Crowe Hannum has recently a humor magazine.
+·-u-·--··-··-·--~~·-~~-··-····-··-··--·--·-··-··-··--·-·+
written a prize winning text entitled, "S-peak!
TEN YEARS AGO
Read! Write!" The Debate club last week anWeek of March 3 to April 6, 1925

@ater Under the Bridge

nounced a contest the motto for which is ''Speak!
Speak!'' Commendations to both-the former for
her achievement, the latter for its initiative. Speech
at EI has b een a spindly youngster on the activities
program. It is high time efforts were being made
to nouri h it to the stature it attains in other colleges. Overtures by the Debate club in offering this
contest should prove a healthful tonic to· our foundling-Speech. It is the duty of eveD: stude~~ wi~h
interest and undeveloped or developed abihty m
declamation to enter the contest on April 30.

Wisdom and Words

"Mighty indeed is a rich man, especially if his heir be unknown."Euripides.
"The poor mart is the man who
wishes to be rich; and the more a
man has, the more he often longs to be
richer."-Emerson.
Three winsome words you should
know; candid-frank, devastate-lay
waste to, graphic-well delineated.

Child

+•-••-u•-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-11"-"•-~ +

How and·whom are you going to fool
on April Fool's Day? (Asked Fridaynow see if they 11eaHy fooled 'em.)
Marquerite Iknayan '38 - Though I
haven't given the m atter much thought,
there are several people I'd like to
make fools ·O.f, includin g a faculty
m ember or two. Well, anyway, I can
always catch father. He's too busy to
think of such things.
Edwin Galbreath '36-I'll be honest
for a day, and fooT all knaves!
Katherine Shores '37 - Myself, I'm
going to get all my lessons for a
change.
Gerald Trimble '36-Myself, I was a
fool for saying this.
Joe Henderson '37-I'll fool Fidelis
by not coming to their "paddl'ing."
Evalyn Schooley '36-Why fool any- .
one. We all m ake big enough fools of
ourselves without the aid of anyone
else.
Rose Verbeau '35-I got a dog. He
won't care! Some joke! Goodbye,
please!
Clara. Balmer '36- I could fool eve• Jone by telling the truth all day -but
why bother.
Harold Cottingham '35 - Shall WB
fool our instructors by being preparect?
I may follow this plan, by request.

The Warbler was sent to the printers today.
The EI dramatic club presented "The Big Idea," a
three-act comedy, April 1, 1925.
.
Baseball prospects were exceedingly good for this year
with seven veterans reporting for practice.
Granville Hampton was chosen to lead next year's high
school team at the team banquet Thursday.
March 27, the entertainment course featured a moving . Clyde Leather '21, now principal at
picture for the benefit of the students.
St. Francisville, was in Chadeston
Saturday with h'is school's
debate
No. paper was issued one year ago.
team.

I
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MERRILY WE ROLL ALONG
(Until We Hit a Tree)

Representative AmericansJ. Paul Jones
J. P. Morgan
J.P. Kroger
J. P. Reed.
One of the tragedi~s of modern inventi·on: Our Men's Chorus goes to
Tennessee and we still hear them.
"Did you ever see a little man walking?
"Well, I did.
"Did you ever hear a little man
talking?
"Well, that's Seymour!"

Is her gone?
Shall her left I all alone?
Pooh, pooh, we were a medalist once,
Her can never go to I;
too. We won tenth in a pie-eating Us can never come to she.
contest.
It must was.
without roller skates!"
Mr. Hobbs: "The art ·O·f roller-skating is in its infancy."
\ Fr·om the immense crowds present at
Miss Cameron: "Students who skate SCHARRER FIELD in the evenings,
make better grades than students who it is evident that our pANTHERS are
don't skate."
taking this spring football business
Mr. Thut: "I love to skate around an seriously.
elmus americanus."
Mr. Seymour: "Mr. Scruggs and I
MR. COLEMAN was agreeably surexpect to compete for faculty honors."
prised
when MR. JACK AUSTIN surMr. Scruggs: "Mr. Seymour is right.'
prised
HIMSELF,
the CLASS, and MR.
Mr. Guinagh: "Laudo rollum skatum
COLEMAN
by
not
taking one of the
-slippo, fallere, bumptus! N'est ce pas,
so-called agreeable little quizzes.
mon ami?"
Mr. Angus: "Highways are happy
This has been going the "rounds,"
ways that lead us from the gym."
I'm getting dizzy:
Little Miss Muffet
we understand that Mr. Sloan went
Sat on a tuffet
horseback riding on Thursday, so he
Eating her curds and whey;
wa.s unable to attend the dance on FriAlong came a spider
day.
And sat down beside her
And said,
6,000 more since yesterday - Miss
Is
this seat taken?
Ellington and 5,999 others.
'Twas at Old EI, Nellie
(A Ballad)
'Twas at old EI, Nellie,
I learned to wear a bow'Twas at old EI, Nellie,
That bows were a ll ago.
I learned to tie them pretty,
I learned to tie them neat'Twas at old EI, Nellie,
My dome was made complete.
Complete it was, dear Nellie,
A bow upon my domeAlas, it was, dear Nellie,
The way they made me roam.
6,000 more since yesterday Sloan and 5,999 others.

25c Tooth Brushes, 19c- Peoples Drug
Store- Walgreen System-North side
square.
<l<ver coaching tennis, we hope he'll remember which is the aria and which
the arena.
All Roads Head to Rome
Who leads the argument when the
debate team gets lost?

Mr.

We wonder if the honor students
were excused from the hymns, they'd
be willing to stand up in chapel. At
least, it's worth a try.
We guess it was a coincidence that
the Country Life Club dance came
after the Shawn troupe.
___
Please don't look through this column for J. P. Reed's review.

Glen Cooper - I don't taste anyOut of season or anytime, ghost
'stories serve their end. This point was thing.
quite clearly illustrated last Tuesday
evening. J. Glenn Ross, after a few
The Alphabet.
fitting preliminaries, intended to create
Adobe-adobe so silly!
the proper .at~osphere, ~nrav.ele~ a
Boo-liquor (singular).
simple, realistic, easy gomg mc1dent
Candor- a humorist.
most of which might have taken place
douse-the glim
.His manner was rather calm and cold;
Exit-check it.
his voice was steady and low; the only
Fret- male sorority.
light we had came from a f.e w scatGiblet-a small triangular sail.
tered cigarettes and the flickering rays
Hoot-a leau-to.
which came in at the side of the winInk-corporation.
dow blinds.
Jam- a jewel.
Knell - the girl youse ain't done
Feelings were bec·oming more and
more intense. Little clouds of smoke righy by.
Lamp- look.
m'ight be dimly seen as they left the
Miss- fog.
glaring cigarettes. Three men had gone
News-loop around the neck.
crazy-in the story. The other was
0 - I didn't know that.
aproaching his inevitable doom.
A
hideous yell- several piercing scream~-~ Pounce- what the girls want to lose
Quince- the Dionne kids.
the light-thirteen hearts throbbmg
raze-to
boo.
wildly- pale faces-searching eyesSphinxfirst
note of a bobolink.
clasped hands- a few weak laug·hsTrump-past
tense
of tramp.
here and there, a sigh of relief and all
Vermin-female.
was over.
Wax- paddle tracks.
X-President Monts.
Y-you viper!
Zeplin-l'ingerie.

I

Goodbye, please.

George Henry "gets a lift" from the
Collegiate Digest. He was all upset
last Tuesday when no digest appeared.
___
Fancy two faculty members entering
the post office on roller skates! Well,
some letters just must be mailed.
___
'6000 more since yesterday - Miss
Booth and 5999 others.

---

Dread Ghost Story
'Grips' Listeners

So it only cost $261 to put me through
So we may have the ron taken in
school this year. Cheapskate, I mean chapel. We suppose the next thing
state, ain't it?
will be compulsory classroom at·~.
tendance.
Is the token of the twentieth anniver"The unheard song is more beautisary type metal?
ful than the heard." especially if it be
Jo Moulton-It's bitter cold tonight. one of John Lewis' chants.

Read Stein, Reed,
Stein Reed, Read!

Is there any real reason why a stuOur Own Impo5sible Interview: a la
dent shouldn't be counted absent when
Vanity
Fair
he falls asleep in class?
Jay Saul Deed vs. Gertrude Stein
_ __
Deed: "Full of sound and fury." No,
Any pledge wi'll wear a ribbon-but
no pledge will repeat audibly every I said that the last time. Let me mediten minutes throughout the day (no tate.
Stein: A spade is a spade is a spade.
matter where he be): "This is all
Deed:
What voice is this which
hooey !"
breaks in upon my construction of
6,000 more since yesterday - Mr. vituperative spleen with which to
startle the dull ears of these seekers of
Guinagh and 5,999 others.
educatLonal aggrandizement?
Stein: Furious sound is noise is
We'd better ask for a roller skating
noise
here.
rink now instead of a gym.
Deed: Your agglomorated combinAre you all packed for the spring va- ations of sounds symbolizing ideas will
invariably drive the hearer to the
cation?
depths of hypo.c hondria.
Stein:
(Getting mad enough to
Two things no school should be withspeak
English.)
Drooling
wisdom
out-a zoo and a museum.
wise wisdom drool.
Deed: Nonsen se is nonsense is non"Tomorrow and tomorrow and tosense.
morrow"- That's Friday, old Top!

Let's see- which did you say was Mr.
John Black objects to his fourth Reed and which did you say was Ted
Place ranking as a humorist <Jn the all Shawn?
EI staff Writes John: "I was funnier
"Barn Dance in the Gym Tonight!"
than any of them guys." You are now,
John!
What other kind could you have in our
gym, Country Lifers?
First signs of spring : marbles, roller
We
all frl·ends, isn't we? Isn't we?
skat.mg, evaporation of Ahmoweenah!
--We say, isn't we?
Now that Mr. Seymour has taken
Signed: Ole Poker Face.
IS.

SURPRISE THE FOLKS
THIS YEAR
with an

Easter Photograph
We have Styles in All Price
Ranges

Art Craft Studio
PHONE 598

It will be quite all right if the national inflation program will apply to
the college man's allowance.

What would the PAN do for humor
if the Lair burnt down.
The Lair
would then be out of the PAN into
the fire
Mr. Sharp in Manual Arts building:
"What mo·r on has been cleaning a
brush on that door." (An F. E. R. A.
employe had just finished painting
it.)

Entering a fraternity h ere is just
like getting married.
You "join" in the hopes of some day
having a house.
And then they try to make a lady
out of you.
50c Pepsodent Paste, 39c- Peoples
Drug Store- Walgreen System-North
side square.
I

Remember your friends with flowers
at Easter. Pho.ne 39.
Lee's Flower
Shop.

Somebody estimates 42 per cent of
students' worries is due to grades; 30
per cent to finance and only nine per
cent to l-ove affairs.
Six students at Colby college, (Waterville, Me.) composing "The Co.Jby
White Mule Dance Band" will furnish
music on trans-atlantic trips of the
S. S. Borengaria and the S. S. Majestic
this summer.

~

BAND BOX DRY OLEANING
Odorless-No Fading
No Shrinking
KIND TO YOUR CLOTHES

Sunshine Laundry
PHONE 397

•

_1/nnouncing .....

"Doc's" Tailoring Shop
SUIT or DRESS 710 Lincoln St.

1

cLEANED AND PRESSED

75c
MEN'S TAILORED TO MEASURE SUITS

$18.75 up
THE WELL DRESSED MAN
WEARS TAILORED CLOTHES
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'Riot-Shops' in
New York City
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EI News Staff, Aides, Snapped 'On Location' New Instructor

Once Declared

'She Knew All'

Instructor On-leave Tells of Disturbance in New York City He
Encountered While Shopping.

I

But Miss Cameron, Member of
English Department, Changed
Mind and Continued Schooling.

B y Muriel Edwards
When I was a small girl," said Miss
Louise Cameron of the English department, "I said that I wouid starve
before I would teach, but I have
found the actual experience very appealing.
N t hough I have always
heard disheartening tales about teaching in small town, I
have enjoyed
this t own and the people here a
great deal. The small college has
what I always wished for at the
university-a personal r elationship between faculty and students, ancl. between the students t h emselves, a relationship which is impossible in a
large university."
"When I was in the seventh grade,"
she said, "I came home one day and
announced that I h ad learned all
that I could use and that I wasn't going ta, school any more. However, by
the time that I was through college
I was appalled by the amouHt of
This picture appeared in last Mon- knowledge that was still to be learnday·s issue of the St. Louis Post-Dis- ed."
Miss Cameron's outlook upon life
patch. Another photo was run in a
is
partly the result of her environrecent Sunday edition.

Wayne P. Hughes of the Manual
Arts department,, who is now on
leave studying for his master's degree at Columbia, New York City,
is a special correspondent of the
News. Up until last week his contributions "have not been of sufficient distinction" for publication.
But in a letter to Mr. and Mrs. F.
L. Andrews he scored a "scoop" on
a riot in the placid city. In the
course of shopping in lower New
York he by chance happened upon
a first rate little disturbance,
which we herein present by means
of excerpts from the communication. We will let Mr. Hughes jump
right into the adventure, point
blank.-The editors.

" .... As I approached I saw a large
crowd assembling.
Being a smalltown-mid-western a crowd means a
sale. What a happy thought; here I
should find my article, and at bargain
prices. Nonchalantly, I joined the
!Pictured above are members of tt>" Clapp, Harold C'ottingham, Howard
crowd and as the doors were open, and News and Charleston Daily Courier Franklin, Courier employee who makes
the crowd was not moving in, and there force in the press room at the Courier. up the News, Benjamin Weir, pubseemed to be plenty of openings up They are: Alexander Summers, Leallyn lisher of the Courier, and Roy Wilson.
ahead, I took an aggressive attitude and
moved forward. I sensed sort of a
"what are you doing here" feeling
amongst my neighbors, but since all
the sales I ever attended were "catchREALITY
as-catch-can" affairs, I dismissed my
John Ferbrache, 20, former student J
further considerations of resentment
Word has been received that Geneve Reality!
at EI and a graduate of TO high
and pushed squeezingly on.
Weeks is now empoyed by the Univer- Shivering, icy and naked,
school, died Wednesday night in the
Wreck.ing Crew Goes to Work
sal Producing Company of Fairfield, Stripping the world of its ·gayety,
Taking
from
the
light,
its
brightness,
state hospital at Jacksonville, where
As I reached the door r saw the Iowa as a traveling producer of home
Showing
friends
to
be
enemies,
he has .. been receiving treatment for
wrecking crew in action. Women were talent plays. Miss Weeks is now in
Making
a
scratch
into
open
wounds,
the
past six weeks.
pulling things down and apart-typical Fairfield in training. She writes, "The
Torn
and
bleeding.
of sales and women.
Further than hours of training are from nine a. m.
Ferbrache was star distance runner
on the Panther track team two years
that, they were throwing things; dish- to ten p. m. wit11 an hour and a half
ago, as he was in high school. Strickes, hardware, and what-nots which is off for meals. There are regular class- Reality!
not, I am told, typical of women in the es in memory, dancing, personality, Cruel, cold, and heartless
en with t uberculosis a year ago, he
best of regulated families (in public). public speaking, production manage- Dev·ouring romantic love,
submitted to treatment which fatled to
impr·o.ve his condition. He became unOn top of this, my neighbor on the ment, and pro_duct_ion _ac_c ounting. The Changing it to He.l and hatred.
balanced and entered the state hospital
right was kicking the window violently class progresswn IS similar to that of Shattering lovely dreams,
Pulling
hopes
and
plans
to
a
h
eap
at the first of the new year.
with his heel. At last my curiosity got 1-school."
the better of me to the point that I
Miss Weeks, a graduate of '34, Of wretched future.
looked for one less violent and asked majored and minored in Art and was
what kind of a sale this was. "Sale! prominent in the Art club and the Reality!
Las~t
They just beat a kid to death in there Players. During the past year she has Traitorous and deceitful,
and have hid the body."
been taking an extension course in Taking forever one's best,
"Well, well, well-and well. Here was Art and was the originator of the col- Returning always the worst,
John Pribble, long time referee, died
Tempting then destroying,
at his home in Arthur shortly before
I, among the ring leaders; where would umn Art-i-facts for the News.
Leaving one's mind burnednoon Wednesday. Mr. Pribble had reI be when the police went into action;
Black arid charred.
-Gay. fereed many games for EI a nd TC
who would believe my story of an inhigh school, although he had not apnocent onlooker here in New York ..
peared here within the past two or
Determination took me by the hand
PARADOX
three years.
and said, 'Son, let's go places.'
We
You laughed
did, and picked up our point of vantage
American Mercury will pay $500 for
To
see a bird
across the street. By this time, the the best essay submitted by an underFly out of your hand
Patronize the News advertisers.
crowd had grown around a thousand. graduate of any American college on
And rise into the sky;
About a dozen blue coats were in evi- the subject: "The Professors Got the
You were glad
dence but d·oing nothing. This seemed Country Into This Mess: But We Can
That it had wings . . .
odd, but who was I to lead · the New Get It Out."
But I
York po.lice force. int? action. Joan I The Mercury' editors explain that the Wept
of Arc did somethmg like that and be- contest is open to any bona fide under- When you,
20 years' experience guarantees
came a national h eroine, but people graduate in the land. (Graduate stu- With wings outspread,
satisfaction in shoe repairing.
are thrown in jail here for much less. dents are embryo pr.Q,fessors and must Flew far from sight
"So Away I Went"
C1erefore be barred). The best essay Above the wall of Death
We are now located at
Very soon, however, riot squads received before September 1, 1935, will I wept
605 7th St. just off the
were screaming down the street and net its author $500. Mercury editors And wondered why?
southeast corner square
action began immediately. The streets add: "The American Mercury regrets
- L. Beatrice Widger.
and the store were cleared in five min- that the dollars will be actually worth
utes, I along with the rest in spite of only 58 cents apiece-but there again
my outward attitude of dignity and the professors are to blame."
BUY YOUR
authority. Not knowing the potential
dynamite that exists in these quarters
NEW BOOK RECEIVED
and having a class at 7 :30 I thought
our little play had run its course and
at
For reference manual relating and
I might as well get a bite to eat before interpreting events in America togoing to class.
gether with an appraisal of foreign deComing home at about 10:30, the velopments bearing on American af
Book & Stationery Stor~Phone 428
elevator man told m~ that things were fairs, the "American Year Book" is
NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
popping in swell order. I told him to available.
throw his cab in reverse, that I was
The library has just received the
going back.
He advised strongly 1934 edition and has placed it on the
against such rash action.
reference shelves in the general
"People are being killed and seriously brary .
injured over there."
Now there is a fine example of a person who is not a student of human naGood Lumber is Worth the Difference
ture. All the time his protestations
were whetting my appetite for excitePLUMBING & HEATING
TRY US AND BE CONVINCED
ent.
COMPANY
Uses Poor Psychology
PHONE85
Plumbing, Heating and
"OK. If I am not back in two hours,
Shee~ Metal Work.
will you kindly suggest to my wife that
she start an investigation of the
morgues, the jails, and the hospitals."
Back I went but losing the bravado
air with every step until I finally consoled myself with the decision that I
A full line of hardware, paints, dishes, kitchen
should stay away from the zone of acutensils, tools, cutlery, and sporting goods.
tion.
W e also repair suitcases, bags, trunks, and all leather goods.
The police force were very much in
Glasses Fitted by
action, so I kept going on to the heart
'' See Us Before You Buy''
of the battle and picked a place in the
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
PHONE 492
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Pegasus Ponders

Geneve Weeks Takes
Job as Play Coach

Ferbrache, Former
EI Track Star, Dies I

(Continued on P age

9)

POPULAR BRANDS

CANDY BARS
3 for lOc
W. E. HILL & SON
Southwest · Corner Square

Well-known Referee
Dies
Wednesday

Poor Professor Is
"Object of Abuse"

ASHBY'S SHOE
SHOP

Sf
-"--

Easter Cards and Novelties

-j

KING BROTHERS

li'- 1

,....--------1 ANDREWS LUMBER &MILL CO., Inc.
WHITE

I

I e~~
I ~

1. _-_----------·

PHONE 295

EYES TESTED

I
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1

A. G • .FROMMEL

'5I
--DO--

RICKETTS

~------------------------~ ·----~---------------------------------------------------J

Another Big Hit!

SNOWFLAK E

Ll N ENE
F·ROCKS

98
In Clever, New
2-Piece
Spring Styles
SIZES 14 to 20

-Art-i-facts-

Certain Sign of Spring-Frogs of Lake
Ahmoweenah Start Seasonal Serenade
+•-o--n-•--·--··-u-··-·--··-··-··- +

Four Kinds of 'Singers ' -Cricket,
Leopard, Green . . Frog, and
Spring Peeper Imt1ate Season.
By Virginia Cottet Snider
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Mary Rosalie Bear Is Selected to Head
Music Club; Announce Next Program

Who was Baby Stuart?
History Majors in the Art Apprecia- +·-··-··-·~~-··--·-1•-n-w.-t•-··---·+
1
tion course while studying Van Dyck's •
picture didn't know whether Baby
Stuart grew up to be King or Queen.
Sigma. Tau Delta
j
Charles I was the child's father.

II

"Ceramic Engineering" will be the
subject of a talk at the Art club meeting n ext Friday. A student from the
University of Illinois will be the
speaker. If you don't kno_w what
ceramic engineering is, come and find
out.

'

Jntfit 1J!itense

i

Leplie Kanatzer Will Speak
About Tour Through Instrument Factory at Meeting.

.

+•-u-•w-••- ••-•--••- •u-••- ••- ..-~~•-· +
There is some controversy over
William Faulkner's latest novel, Pylon.
Mark Van Doren said in the New York
Herald Tribune section of "Books":
"Xaulkner has never written a better
novel than this . . . he has one .of the
greatest natural gifts to be found anywhere in America at the moment."
Sterling North in the Chicago Daily
News says : "Faulkner's new book is a
sloppy, disgusting, nauseating performance by a half-articulated southerner who never entirely learned his
job as a novelist." The action of the
book lasts four days and is centered
around the participants in an air
meet.

The recently organized college mu'3iC
club met last Monday evening .llld
elected officers. The officers elected
were: Mary Rosalie Bear, president;
Evelyn Anderson, vice-president; Helen Morgan, secretary; Louise McCor·l,
treasurer; Basil Osborn, publicity director. After t he business m eeting,
Janet Bainbridge react a paper on the
history of opera.
The meetings are to be held every
second and fourth Moday evenihgs of
the month from 7 to 8:30 o'clock. All
students and others interested 'i n music are cordially invited to attend. The
program for the next meeting, Apd
8, will feature a report on a trip
through an instrument factory in Elkhart, Indiana, by Leplie K antazer, a
Try-outs for m embership in Sigma musical reading by Peggy Fellis, and
Tau Delta and the Writer's club closed a vocal solo by Agnes Worland.
yesterday. Those whose manuscripts
were accepted will be notified soon.

They began to sing on Friday after- •
noon two weeks ag·o, but only the cricket
froas had awakened and were singing
Bg
the;, That same evening, the first
Roy Wilson
spring peeper woke up and sent his + _,._.,_,_••-••- ••- ••- •·- ..-·-..- •+
shrill whistle into the windy night
The new Philippine Com:titution
where a huge halo circled the moon
with storm warning. The wind brought signed ten days ago by Pr~.;1dent A company of explorers penetrated
the sounds of frogs into my south Roosevelt and scheduled t o 5ive the central Africa forty years ago and
windows, even above the music of the Fil'ipinos their freedom on July 4, used chalk to write on a blackboard
orchestra in the gymnasium.
The 1946, embodies several features of t.he in teaching the natives to read. The
leopard frogs awoke on Tuesday, and American model plus some new ideas Africans were terrified at what they
called the "magic stick."
the green fr·ogs on Wednesday. On
in political science.
Like ~h'3 U. S.
Wednesday evening the night was alive document, it provides for R epublican
with the voices of frogs, all calling in- government, guarantees religiou:·. free Frances Brown protests against people's
appropriating posters m ade by
sistently for their mates. I could not dom, protects property rights and conthe
art
department. It seems that
stay indoors that evening while those tains a Bill of Rights. Unl'ik·~ the
posters
have
a habit of walking away;
voices were calling so loudly in the soft United States, the Philippine Comlost,
strayed,
or else.
warm air, &o I departed pond-ward.
monwealth will have a oEe-chambrr
Perfect Setting for Stroll
Congress. In order that the U. S.
Venus was setting and the moon President may not devote t;oo ·.nuch of
was rising full through grey clouds his first term to building fenc" fo · reThere will be a meeting of the club
rimmed with saffron. The winter stars election, political theorists haV<:! urged I ctoubt not God is good, well·meaning,
this
Thmsday evening in the recepwere descending into the west-Orion, that his office be extended :mel limkind,
tion
room.
This is an important meetthe Pleiades, Capella - all sinking itcd to one term. The l<,iilPHl0.s hnve And did He stoop to quibble could tell
Ted Shawn's dance troupe appeared
down the western slope, while in the adopted this view, giving their Chief
at DeKalb the night before their EI
why
ing.
east the Lion rode high, the Dipper Executive a six year term and forbid- The little buried mole continues
program . . . . They are booked for
was in its spring position to the east ding him to succeed himself. Ot"her
Indiana State at Terre Haute tonight
blind,
of the north star, and Arcturus, the features of the Constitut'ion: a two- Why flesh that mirmrs Him must
. . . . During the two years the allrosy star of spring, glowed in the mid- I thirds vote of their Congress is neemasculine group have been on tour,
some day die,
dle of the east. This was the night essary to declare war (ours m:l.y de- Make plain the reason tortured
they have danced under the auspices
Rosemarie Mar·onto, News staff mem- of 38 state teachers colleges and 72
before spring, but spring had come al-l clar~ war by a maj~rit.y v~_te): _tl:e:ir
Tantalus
ber last year, has been awarded the universities and colleges .. .. Mr.
ready with the voices of the frogs.
Pres1dent may veto smgle tt...ms 111 an Is baited by the fickle fruit, declare
appropriation,
revenue
or
tariff
bill;
College club scholarship of $50 at Shawn is making negotiations now for
F·our kinds were singing that eveIf merely brute caprice dooms
"riders"
to
bills
are
bann.:;d;
C;mstiJames Millikin univ.ersi~y .in Decatur. a London appearance when the presning. Crowds of small cricket frogs
Sisyphus
tutional
amendments
1·equ'ire
a
th:·eewere creaking over in the lowland beTo struggle up a never-ending stair. according to last Fnday s Issue of the ent tour is completed in May .... The
fourths
vote
of
their
CongTt>ss
(as
yond the Lair, for they prefer weedy
Inscrutable His ways are, and immune Decaturian, Millikin newspaper. The barn-st udio in Lee, Massachusetts,
compared with a two-thirds vote in
award is made to any. student ~~~se where Ted Shawn developed his famous
mud to open pond shore. Here along
our own); but do not have to ' ~ ap- To catechism by a mind too strewn
grades and extra-cunlCular activities "John Brown" solo was once a fugitive
the pond the spring peepers squealed
proved by legisla.tures of ~ubordinute With petty cares to slightly
warrant recognition.
A committee slave station . .. .'. Shawn would like
shrilly above the perpetual creaking
understand
units; the spoils system is frowned upcomprising
both
faculty
~embers and to add dancing to the choral (final)
clamor of the cricket frogs. As I pick- on, all appointments, ~xcept those of What awful brain compels His awful
townspeople
sele~ts
the
:vmner
· . . . movement
of
Beethoven's
ninth
ed my way slowly down to the shore a highly confidential n2tw·e, being
hand .
~iss
Maronto
IS
a
semor
at
M1lllkm
symphony,
but
he
thinks
it
would
retoward the voice of an unseen peeper, placed on a merit basis. Tlle I·'ill- Yet do I marvel at this curious thing:
thlS
year.
quire
at
least
200
dancers
and
a
stadall at once he seemed to be singing pinos will vote on the d.1J<..ument next 'Do make a poet black•. and bid him
ium . . . . Knute Rockne used dancing
from under my very feet, and I stepped
sing!
month.
in training some of his greatest grid
back hurriedly lest I crush the singer.
Many of the younger negro poets understanding .
..
"Beep? Beep? Beep?" the mite scream- Presidential Dope
fight against the barrier formed beIn the sonnet "Yet Do I Marvel," stars . . . . \Vilbur McCormack, who
ed into the night, answered by the
Have you heard the latest details on tween their race and the white race quoted above, he expresses a faith in danced the cowboy number, was once a
others on the opposite shore, but never the 1936 presidential race? Those two and fill their poems with bitter 1God and then gathers the greatest wrestler . . . . four members of the
receiving any satisfaction, aJ?parently, ace Washington correspondents, Rob- laments for their lot. One of the irony, pathos and tragedy in the last troupe are ex-college athletes ....
for he continued all the evenmg.
ert S. Allen and Drew !Pearson, preeminent figures in this younger couplet. Of all his poems, this is the
Look for placards saying, "We adLeopard Frogs Chime In
sleuthed around congressional cloak- group of poets is Countee Cullen.
best.
· a f.me and sens1·
in Teachers College News.
From across the pond came the sud- rooms awhile back and gathered the
oo,untee Cullen IS
countee Cullen was boll'n in New ve··t1'se
~
den clucking, rasping voices of the following information from remarks tive lyric poet, writing in the classical York City. He graduated from New
leopard frogs, soundin g very much like made by Republican dopesters: A style and not experimenting with York University with a Phi Beta
Service
agitated hens - . " C-c-c-c-c.1-uc~-uck- three-way contest is on deck between modern verse forms. He seems to be Kappa key and later finished work toParts
uck!" they said, m spasmodic eJacula- Roosevelt, Huey Long and a Repub- forever seeking to free himself from ward a master's degree in Harvard
CHARLESTON MOTOR
tions. Then from my own shore and lican. The Louisiana Kingfish will the bonds of his race in his poems. University. He has always had a
COMPANY
not five feet away, burst forth a long, break up the "Solid South," taking Although race dominates his thoughts penetrating curiosity about life even
Oldsmobile Sixes and Eights
exultant snore, so ridicuously human three and possibly five states from F. and his poems, he is able to write of though his life has been a sheltered
G. S. Gobert, Proprietor
and comfortable that it made me D. In the West and in large indus- other matters too. Pessimism is the one.
Reconditioned Cars
laugh. I knew at {)nce that the green trial centers, Huey will also cut in pervading note but he gives even this
Countee Cullen has published Color,
frog sat there by the bank and utter- heavily. These losses, t~e Keepers of pessimism an ironic quality that raises the Ballad of the Brown Girl, Copper
Phone 211
ed his love song, which, no doubt, was the Elephant argue, will so we~ken it above peevishness.
Sun, Cat·oling Dusk, and the Black 420 Monroe St.
Charleston, Ill.
ptable to a lady-frog's ear drums, I the President that the Republican
His poems are not finished lyrics al- Christ, since 1925.
~~~ewas only ludicrous to mine. In the candidate will be able to snatch til€ though they demonstrate high lyric
distance I could hear m any of these prize.
qualities and a rich imaginati·on. They
seem to lack breadth of thought and
snores, and later in the evening more Math Club, Please Checkgreen frogs called around the lake, ably
Here's one for the Math club. In
imitated by certain voices in the vicin- an effort to bring home to the "comity of the Lair. Green frog, leopard mon man" just what an immense sum total of $94,157 has been disbursed
•
frog, cricket frog, and spring peeper, in the $4,880,000,000 .appropriated by since September . . . . Representative
Jim Turner says the General Assemtheir various ways sang in the night, congress for work relief is, the Wall
bly just won't concentrate and get
while bats chattered as they swooped street Journal last week presented the
anything done until after the election
in mating flight, and a screech owl following analysis: "There are 60 minThe facilities of this hotel are available
for mayor in Chicago is out of the
purred and wailed as the moon rose utes in one hour, 1,440 minutes in one
way . . . .
higher. Far off in the fields south day and 529,960 minutes in the avCoffee Shop-Private Dining Room
came the frantic voices of killdeer, for erage year. In 1935 years there are
- Banquet Room
they are restless on a spring night about 1,017,7"32,600 minutes. Starting
when the moon is bright. Robins woke I in to spend $4.80 every minute beginSpecial Menus ·Sundays /and Holidays
and clattered, and a cardinal whistl.ed ning with the first day of the year 1
May We Serve You?
loudly for a moment, and slept agam. A. D. would bring the total expendiAll about me was the unrest and music tures up to $4,880,000,000 shortly beEVERYTHING GOOD
of the spring. And when the sun rose fore the end of this year 1935."
TO EAT
on the next morning, it would indeed
Politicanabe spring .
Dlinois
Mattoo·n
FERA funds totaling $17,443 were Phone 422
403 Lincoln St.
Telephone 2700
paid to 1,167 students at the University of Illinois during February. A

i
i

Poetry Scrapbook

'Four-Dot' Flashes
From Shawn Show

Former Student Is
Given Scholarship

I

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
PRIVATE PARTIES
DANCING (·

Fletcher's Grocery

HOTEL U. S. GRANT

Hawaiian Instructor
Visits Here Friday

Dr. Richard De Monbrun Kepner,
graduate of the class of 1921, who for
the past two years has been on the
staff of the Territorial Hospital at
Heeia, Oahu, Hawaii, was a visitor on
the campus Friday. He is on a fourmonths' leave of absence to study in
Chicago. The Territorial Hospital is
for mental and nervous diseases, in
which he has specialized.

A Smart New St ·y le!!
A captivating cut-out two strap Pump.
All white kid. Canied in following
widths to fit your feet-AAA-C.

What would Easter mean without
flowers? Send flowers to your friends.
Phone 39. Lee's Flower Shop.

BAKERS OF

A Full and Complete Line

INSPECTION IS STARTED
Spring house inspection, cond'tcted
by the Housing Bureau of the college,
began Monday. It will cont'i nue for
some time.

KEITH'S BAKERY
of

FANCY PASTRIES

Ryan Shoe Store
EAST SIDE SQUARE

SPECIAL ORDERS SOLICITED

Keith's Bread-Ask For It By Name
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Panthers Will Open Track Season Here This Satu day
Former ~ant~er Athletic St'!rs Given ANJHER'GRAM DeKalb Thin~i~s Slated to Furnis~ El
Promotrons rn Evanston Hrgh System

'' Rocky ' ' Hampton, Floyd Wilson, and Joe Muchmore Advanced to Head Coaching Jobs.

P

·+

-By S IRLANTZELOT-

S

+·---·--·--··- · ---·--·-··--·---·+

Fast Competition; T rackmen Dominate

One of the greatest advancements in
Trakas, N ori and Hein Stand Out
for Visitors; Local Prospects
athletics at EI in recent years is the
Are Uncertain.
installation of an intra-mural program.
College This was conceived several years ago
The At hletic F ederated
N. Central, 60% ; State Normal, 38;
T wo former star athletes of the colThe 1935 track season will opPn . _.hen
of
the when an intra-mural basketball sched- Bradley, 17% ; Carbondale, 13 3-5; Ill
lege were notified of advancem ents in Women's sectional meeting
the Panther thinclads meet ·u e Kalb
the coaching field last week when North-east division met in Chicago ule was arranged. Since then a soft ~all College, 11 % ; DeKalb, 9.
on Schahrer field Saturday a fterr..oon
has been added for the sprmg
N th C t 1
f ll d f d d at two o'clock.
both were promoted in the Evanston, from Thursday to Saturday of last league
term.
Both
have
proved
very
success~
or_
.
en
ra
success
u
Y
e
en
e
Ill., high school system.
Roscoe week. The University of Chicago ful in giving students who are not of her tlt~~ m the Il:'-C c~nference meet
While the strength <lf either team
"Rocky" Hampton, a member of the served as host. A number of speak.
.
. .
by takmg a sweepmg victory over the is not well known, De Kalb on h;r
competitive other sch oo s en t ered 1ast week -end .
Evanston department for 12 years, be- ers, each famous in her own athletic varsity. callbre a chance
. athas
preVious showing will be favored to
.
.
athletics.
So
far
nothmg
been ac. 1
field,
were
heard.
1
comes head football coach and Floyd
complished in establishing intra.-murals The Cardmals ran up 60 ~ pomts wh1le win.
Wilson takes charge of the baseball
The "point system" for awarding in the fall term. With the facilities StatedNo~mal was amassmg 38 to cop
The Profs h ave had t he advantage
team. Hampton retains his position as honors to W AA girls was one of the
afforded by our seventy acre athletic secon P ace.
of running in t wo indoor meets. The
chief top'ics under discussion. Gle11na field it should be very easy to give
basketball mentor.
Lloyd Siebert, sophomore star from chief threats for the Northernen arc
Hampton was graduated from EI Simpson, Ruth Miller and Miss Mabel touch football a chance on
the 1 North Central won three events to lead Trakas and Nor i in t he sprint..;; Hond
in 1915, after a brilliant career as an Hupprich represented EI at the meet:- calen dar. Last f all it was tried in PE the parade of individual winners. He and Shorts in th e low hurdles, Hfin
all-around athlete. He taught at Neoga ing. They attended lectures and als- classes and proved very popular and po~e vaulted 13 feet for a new confer- and Lent z in the 440; R ein an;i RO'!he.
before launching his career as a cussions on W AA problems Thursday should lend itself very well to filling ence record, won the broad jump with 880; Roche, Miller, and Yeakel, mile
coach. He went immediately to Henry, and Friday. A formal banquet was out a complete intra-mural program at a leap of 22 feet 5%, inches. H is third run; Euston, pole vault; Baker, F.irt.Ill., as athletic director.
He intro- attended Friday night. The conven- EI.
ard and Johnson, h igh jump ; and Tiny
first was in the 60 yard low hurdles.
duced basketball to that school and tion closed S aturday morning.
--R. Miller of Normal won the 440 Cowan in the shot .
The EI group made a tour of the
coached the baseball nine to an unIn the Armour 'indoor relays De
FRED CHRISTMAN of Assumption yard dash in 53.8 seconds for a new
Chicago campus, and went swimming
beaten season.
Kalb won a third in t h e 440, scm·cu by
conference
mark.
P
eterson,
conference
was elected captain of MILLIKIN'S
In the fall o.f 1920 he went to Mat- and boating wh'ile in the city. Be~ore
Hein, and Trakas and Reino Nori
f-ootball team for next year.
MEL champion from Illinois Weselyan, was
leaving
here
they
expressed
sevl'l
:1.1
toon, Ill., as head football coach. For
placed third and fifth, r espectivc' y in
disqualified in the preliminaries.
three years his team ranked among long-standing ambitions which they GOLDMAN will head the basketball
Godfrey of North Central and Mason t h e 70 yard dash.
team. They were elected at a banquet
the leaders, escaping defeat one year . planned to realize while at the conThe Panthers will count on ttm
vention. Miss Hupprich wanted to Friday night in Decatur ... Both boys broke the other record. when they won
He was advanced to the Evanston eat some good Chinese food, Rut;h are from the same section. Christman the 60 yard high hurdles in 7.8 sec- m en to do m ost of their scoring: C.
system in 1923 and ~as been assis_tant Miller wanted to see a gangster, :::.nd are from the same section. CHRIST- onds. The shot put was another close Austin and Endsley in t he spnnts;
coach to John T. Riddell ever smce. Gl nna Simpson had a desire to C'O to MAN comes from ASSUMPTION while event with four inches separ ating the Younger, V. K elly, and D. Neal in the
hurdles; Fox and V. Kelly :n the
Hampton was one of EI's outstanding 1 the Trianon ballroom.
GOLDMAN claims TAYLORVILLE first and fifth place winners.
qaurter ; Thudium 'i n the 880; A.r.derpitchers in the early days. He played
e
.. . . . . Isn't it about time to begin
son in the distance events, HendctsO'I,
basketball and football equally well
thinking
about
the
LETTERHolmes, and Neal in the high jump;
and captained the two sports in his
MAN'S banquet which was
startTucker, pole vault, and Brubaker.
final year. As the college was not
ed as an annual affair? . . . . . ALEX
Marshall, Mosely, an d Hardy in the
separated from the high school and
SUMMERS once beat MR. STOVER
field
events.
a golf tournament at the local
Candidates for EI's recently organ~:!n!~;b~~~o~~ ;.; !~~!:e·m~~~P!~~ Baseball in the Little Nineteen is in
The
locals h ave been going thrum; 1
country club, hence the choice of so- ized golf team took their first workbaseball team when he was in the sev- due for its most pretentious fling this
light
drills
for the past two \1 ~d\S
season with 27 games scheduled against cia! science as his major . . . . OKEY outs last week under the direction of
enth grade.
.
Big Ten teams. The highest number HONEFINGER is slated for a very Coach F. A. Beu. Not all candidates
News ads will tell you what Charles·
Floyd Wilson was graduated from with western conference representatives successful season in baseball providing have as yet reported but they expect
h e can stay away from ADAMLESS to see action this week.
EI with the class of 1920. ~is sp~c- before was ten.
ton merchants h ave to offer. Watch
ialty was basketball- a sport m which
Bradley paces the field with six games d ances etc. . . . . Football managership
If EI's team can be whipped into them and trade with o\.\r advertisers.
he excelle~ as a point getter. He has against big circuit nines. The up- is generally conceded to be the tough- shape and the course is in condition,
been assiStant baseball coach and staters meet Wisconsin three times, est job in the sports managing. MAC it will m eet DeKalb's team on the local
junior mentor at Evanston for a Iowa twice, and Northwestern once. WALDRIP has already taken over the course this Saturday. The North erners
number of years. He coached at At- Illinois college is not far behind for duties for next fall. He was initiated have one of the outstanding teams in
lanta, Ill., for three years before ac- the Blue Boys play the University in spring football .... Not m an y years the conference and thus would provide
cepting the Evanston position in 1925. of Illinois three games
and North- ago the m anager had to be both office the Panther foursome with an acid
"BETTER GASOLINE"
Later last week it was announced I western and Iowa one' each. Lake boy and manager. That was back in test from the start.
This is the first year that EI has atthat J oe Muchmore, another former F·orest plays Chicago and Northwestern . the days of "DOC" GOODMAN all'
tempted to sponsor a golf team. If the
EI star, had been pr-omoted t o the posiIllinois Wesleyan again invades the star in that line.
tion of assistant varsity baseball coach. Big Ten, meeting t h e University of Illiattempt succeeds the college will have Ccr. 5th & Monroe.
Phone 500
He had been tutoring the freshman nois twice. State Normal plays W isoffered its most complete and inclusive
Bulk Plant on Big 4 R. R.
spring sports program in histo>ry.
and sophomore teams.
consin one game and Northwestern
travels to Normal for a game April 6.
Wisconsin has always been a favorite foe O·f HAC teams. Last season
Pim Goff of Normal turned in a brilliant victory over the Badgers. Normal
Glenn H. Seymour has been obtain- also beat Wisconsin in another game.
ed to coach EI's tennis prospects this
season. Although n ever before active
5x7 ENLARGEMENT 25c
in coaching the sport, h e has been an
ardent devotee of the game, both from
All Worik Finished in Two Minutes
the standpoint of participation and observation.
Baseball makes its 1935 bow at El
EI has lost the services of two out- next Tuesday afternoon when the lostanding veterans via graduation. John cals square off against Indiana State's
FIRST DOOR WEST OF KEITH'S BAKERY
Wyeth, four year man and r anked sec- nine on Lincoln Field. Coach Lantz
ond during most of that time, is in has been directing his charges through
school but is ineligible. Har-old Marker, prep aratory drills for the past two
number one man, was graduated last 1 weeks and hopes to have a winning
June. Jack Bisson and Glen R enner, combination organized
this
week.
freshman last year, are not in school. Honefin ger and Lanman will probably
R'ngless- Tipt-toe
Sh a dowless-1\'lileage Foot
His 1935 team candidates have been do the flinging for E'I in its first start
going through light work-outs in the of the season. gymnasium for some time, although
Eight veterans were lost at the close
several of the new m en have not yet of last season but recruits have shown
r eported. Marion M athas is the only up well enough in early practices to
veteran hold·O•Ver. He was a m ember dispel any fear that EI's season is
Service-Semi-Service-Chiffon
of the team last year and the year be- doomed for d efeats. A wealth of prosfore.
pective infield material h as reported.
Of the recruits now in practice Buck,
a freshman, and Lee Watts seem mo"st I H. DeF. Widger of the Englis~ depromising. Watts, however, m ay not partment acted as one of the JUdges
Of course they ar e full fashion ed, pure silk, cusbe able to play throughout the season in the Piatt county oratorical contest
tom-fit tops. Hose that st r etch all ways. A comas the result of a sprained knee which h eld at Atwood last Friday.
plete showing of the season 's fashionable sh ades.
is not r esponding to treatment.
PatroP..ize the News advertisers.
Other m en who intend to try-out are:
Sizes 8% to 10 ~
Charles Spoon er, Dale Wright, Charles
Clark, Williams, Russell
Burrows,
H arold R enfro, and Harry Preece.
INTERWOVEN SOCKS FOR MEN
April 6 - DeKalb T eachers, h ere.
May 1-State Normal, there.
May 9 - Illinois Wesleyan , there.
May 22 - Illinois Wesleyan, h er e.
Buy· It For Less at Furste 's
May 29 - S t at e No·r mal, h er e.
May 11 - District t ennis m eet (Site
•
yet unannounced.)
CLOTHIERS

Local W AA Members
Attend Convention

North Central Cops
Indoor Track Title

I;)

Golf Team Takes
Opening Workout

Little 19 Baseball
Teams Meet Big Ten

I

BUY MONARCA

Lynch Oil Co. Station

F ormer News Spor ts
H ead , 'W ife A re Ill

G. H. Seymour Will
Coach Tennis T earn

LAST WEEK '•
4 POSES PHOTOS lOc

Baseball Season to
Open Next Tuesday

THE CRYSTAL STUDIOS

BIG !

NEW !

ESKIMO
PIES
O n a Stick

PHOENI
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Grades 6, 7 and 8 of Training School EI Instructor Once
Debate Season Is Closed w ith Meets
Despaired of School A ZJ
T
•
I~T·
R ate Upper Class in Testing Program
(Continued fr om P age
t nOme an d A way ; J.1\yegatlVeS
Y Y ln
6)

I

Wayne Hughes Bumps
Into New york Rioters

By Roy Wilson
ment. She was born in New Haven,
A summary of the results of the
Connecticut, where her father taught
Iowa Every-Pupil testing program for
at Yale. When she was 71in~ her
grades 6, 7, and 8, received recently
father became a Professor of Educac k n· t f T h
(Con tinued fr om P age 6 )
by Walt er W · 00 , uec or 0 eac tiona! P sychology at the University
er Training, shows that pupils in these
of Illinois and the family moved
three grades of the EI Training school doorway of a hotel on Lenox avenue. westward. Miss Cameron attendea
ranked in the upper divisions in prac- The only place, by the way, without the University high school where
tically all parts of the test. Two hun- 1smashed windows; the windows were she was taught by Donald R. Alter,
dred and seventeen school systems, too small and besides the doors were
and Miss Ruth Wilkins. Later, she
comprising 25,000 pupils, administered ·open.
entered the University of Illinois,
Being a student of psychology and majoring in English, and minoring in
the tests on January 29 • 1935 ·
The battery included a test of silent an understander of human nature, I French and Philosophy.
reading comprehension, a test of basic turned up my collar and down my hat,
In 1934, she received her Master's
study skills and a test of basic lan- and looked hard. "Now they will think
degree in English with a minor in
guage skills. In the test on silent I am a 'plain clothes' man and the~e Philosophy
reading comprehension, an attempt legs will think twice before they crack
·
was made, by organizing the test into me. My theory worked perfectly-or
"I enjoy . reading, probably m ore
separate parts, to provide separate they were looking for bigger fish,-or than a~ything ~lse, s~id Miss Cammeasures for certain of the more im- they didn't see me. Anyhow I had a er·on.
I espec1al~y like to
rea~
portant abilities involved in silent . ringside seat at one of the swellest 1 Chaucer_, the Nmeteenth Centur~
reading. One of these parts was con- free-for-alls you can imagine.
Romant1c Poets, and Galsworthy. Alcerned with paragraph comprehen.
though not pretending to understand
sion, one with the organization of
Along about 1 : 30 I
de~Ided Lady it wen, I do love to read philosophy."
ideas, one with the ability to gr.a sp Luck co.uld be tormented Just so ~ong
"This is my first teaching position,"
· 'fi
t d t .1 ,. and decided to go home .... I arnved
d
t
d
d
an
un ers an
s1gru can
e a1 s,
·
she continued. "The most interesting
·th th
b'l't t
safely but what happened after that
an d one Wl
e a 1 1 Y o appre- .
th
t
,
and delightful thing I have ever done
ciate t he total meaning of the selec- lS ano er s ory.
was teaching a little eleven-year-old
tions r ead. The other two parts of
-Wayne P . Hughes. lame child who couldn't go to school.
the test were likewise divided into
I was with her during the mornings
separate parts.
The riot described by Mr. Hughes, for three semesters, taking her through
Results Placed in Divisions
and which he made seem quite amus- the third, fourth, and fifth grades. I
Results of the test were arranged ing, did not react in the same way to enj·oyed seeing the mental developin three divisions, according to the New York, several thousand negroes, a ment of the child, and her reaction to
number of pupils in a grade. The host of shop keepers, and Mayor La the subject material and to various
Training school in each instance was Guardia. The disturbance was of more means of motivation and methods of
rated among the . large-room groups than passing consequence to the peo·- teaching."
of more than 20 pupils.
ples of New York City. The story of
Miss Cameron is a member of Kappa
The tests were diagnostic, pointing the riot is: Lino Rivera, 16 year old Alpha Theta, a social sormity, of Phi
out the strong and weak parts of the Puerto Rican, was browsing around in Beta Kappa, and of Kappa Delta Pi,
elementary curriculum. The Training a Kress department sto·r e, took fancy J all at Illinois.
school r ated highest in the t est on to a 10 cent penknife, and' took it from
silent reading comprehension. In the a counter. Two floorwalkers spotted
paragraph comprehension part of this the theft, threatened Rivera with a
test only 7 schools out of 410 rated sound whaling, and created commotion
above the three EI grades; in the part that sent some 500 Negro shoppers into
Last Tuesday night the University
on understanding of significant de- a panic. They upset counters and
tails, only 8 scho\)lS out of 410 rated converted that part of Harlem into a Orchestra at Ill. Wesleyan University
a.bove EI. A summary of all parts bedlam. The disturbance was finally School of Music, Bloomington, played
of the test on silent reading compre- calmed. However, a group of Harlem an orchestration by Richard W . Weckel.
hension showed that 8 schools out of Reds seized on the riot to advance their It was the Sonatina for violin and
410 rated above EI.
grudge against shop keepers for re- piano by Dvorak orchestrated for full
In the test on basic study skills, fusing to employ Negro help. Hand- symphony orchestra by Mr. Weckel as
only four out of 410 rated above EI bills deluged the section crying that part of the requi;rements for the Master
in the division of comprehension of "Child Was Brutally Beaten," etc.
of Music degree. All reports of the
This precipitated a real riot late in ooncert indicate that the audience remaps and only 3 out of 410 rated
above EI in the section on reading t he evening and more than 200 shop ceived the composition quite engraphs and charts. This test, in ad- windows were smashed, gun play fol- thusiastically.
dition to showing these strong points, lowed, and one d eath resulted. The
indicated that the following phases of uprising was finally quelled but it is
the EI elementary curriculum n eed still a "sore spot" in New York's racial
special attention: alphabetizing, use clash.
of index and use of basic references.
In the test on basic language skills, it
News ads will tell you what Charles- ' The April 9 issue of the News will
was indicated that emphasis should ton merchants have to offer. Watch be dedicated to an exposition of needs
be placed on spelling, capitalization, them and trade with our advertisers.
for a new gymnasium at Eastern State.
punctuation and usage. Although the
Interviews with members
of
the
EI rating on these parts of the test
athletic department, and figures and
were relatively low as compared to liberate purpose to defeat rote learn- articles substantiating the
woeful
the higher ratings cited above, they ing of, or mechanical and verbal drill sho·r tcomings of present provisions, will
were still well up in the upper division upon, poorly selected and isolated in- be featured . Any one interested in
of the test.
formation. In them, an effort is made expressing opinion on the subject is inTests Scheduled in Ma.y
to a void the use of stereotyped text- vited to contribute.
This year marks the first time that book language; to reduce to a minithe Iowa Every-Pupil tests have been mum the P.r?po~tion of. 'pat: questions
A watch or clock that doesn't run is
extended down into grades below the of the fa~il~ar ?arne, Identify, define, useless. If y.ou have one of these kind,
high school. Mr. Cook reports that and d~scnbe or who, what, wh~n, and I bring it to us and we will put it in orthe seventh annual Every-Pupil test- ~here types, the answers ~ 0 whl~h are \ der so that it will give you good serving program for grades 9-12 will be· likely to have been memonzed Without ice again.-C. P. Coon, 408 Sixth St.
given Teachers College high school understanding by the pupil; to call for I
students on May 7. In this program applications rather than statements of ) Look for placards saying, "We adthere will be sixty-minute general laws and principles, and in so doing vertise in Teachers College News.
achievement tests of the objective type to use novel illustrations, new settings,
in each of the following subjects: and unfamiliar approaches; to require
EATS, DRINKS, CONFECTIONS,
ninth year algebra, general science, t h e interpretat'ion of real probl~m sitGROCERIES, VEGETABLES,
first year Latin, pla.n e geometry, sec- uations, rather than the mere repetiMEAT
ond year Latin, biology, world h~stcry, tion or recognition of words; to place
American history, physics, economics the emphasis upon undei·standing of
Where K I. and Soutb Charleston
and American government. In addi- interpretive ideas and of ideas of reBuy Their Eat s
tion there will be provided a test of lationship, rather than upon verbal
Meet Your Frien ds Her e
English correct ness and a test of read- learning of isolated items of descriping comprehension.
tive information; and in general to
stress the functional values in what
DELICATESSEN
Mr. Cook released the following in- has been learned, rather than the
Phone 73
706 Lincoln Ave.
formation pertaining to the high 'subject matter' itself."
school tests : "The relat ion of the
Iowa Every-Pupil Testing Program to
the content and methods of instrucMARINELLO
tion is of particular significance. Experience gained through this project
during recent years has yielded conNorth Side Square
clusive object ive evidence that high
at
school instruction is, in general, overly
SPECIALIZING
dependent upon the textbook, that
in All Kinds of
mechanical, rote procedures tend to
BEAUTY WORK
predominate in learning and in reciWest
Side
Squar
e
Phone 1506
W. C. Peters, Prop.
tation, and that what pupils actually
acquire as a result of instruction frequently consists, in large measure, of
a mass of ·more or less meaningless
verbalizations. Pupils tend to depend
upon the recall of 'pat' expressions
taken from the textbook and upon
Words and phrases which have been
memorized with no appreciation of
their meaning or significance, rather
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
than upon a reasoned- understanding
of the concepts involved.
"The Every-Pupil tests are constructed with the ·conscious and de-

EI debaters closed their intercollegiate debate schedule with two vict·)ries and one defeat Thursday.
The rr1en's affirmative, composed of
Richard Bromley and Charles Poston ,
lost to State Normal university's group
at Normal. The negative team, comprising J. Paul Reed and Glen Oooper won from North Central of Na1Jorville. Both debates were held ::tt Normal.

George Lutz, alternate, probably
will be the third man on the team.
Thus the first year t h a t a rPgular
schedule of debates has been offered
at EI draws t o a close. J. Glenn Rc..;., ,
coach, plan s to offer debatin~ again
next year wit h another
complete
schedule.
At presen t, t h e club is engaged 'in
sponsoring a speech contest t o be h eld
April 30.
11.

The girl's affirmative team defeated
Look fur placards saying, "We adState Normal's negat'ive representavertise in Teachers College News.
tives here at the college Thur&day evening. Grace Kortum and Florence
Duncan represented EI.

If Your Shoes Could
Walk

EI's debate team finished the season with a .500 standing in the conference. The men's affirmative los t
three debates while the negat ive team
won all three of their engagements.
Both t eams will meet the University
of Illinois Friday 'in a no-decision debate. A three-man debate with Millikin university is scheduled for April

They Would Go to the

GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP
to be rebuilt
W. C. FITZPATRICK
PHONE 74

T ODAY (TUES.) AND WEDNESDAY-

'Ibe screen's new sweethea1ts-

W eckel Arrangement
P la yed a t Wesleyan

I

TH URSDAY ONLY-

10c-EV£RY0NE-10c
William CARGAN-Patricia ELLIS
in

'ANIGHT AT THE RITZ'

Special Gym Edition ·
Scheduled Next Week

FRIDAY ONLY-

With

ADRI!NNE AME S
RALPH BELL A MY
DONAL D C Q OK
ROBT. ARMSTRONG

SATURDAY ONLY-

Fred McMURRAY
in

' ' CAR 99 ''

LINCOLN INN

New A rrivals in
MILLINERY

with

I

Sir Guy STANDING-Ann SHERIDAN
SUNDAY & MONDAY-

BEAUTY SHOP

T he Vogue Shop

EAST SIDE CAFE
"A GOOD PLA CE TO EAT"
1

F oun·t ain Service

East Side Square

AT THE REX THEAT·R....E ·. "
~

FRIDAY & SAT.-

Rex BELL
in

"

SUNDAY & MON.- ·
James
BARTAIN

Helen
WESTLEY .
in

"THE FUGIT IV E" 'Ca ptain Hurricane'
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Critic Offers Splash of Commendation
And Dash of Condemnation on Shawn

lT e d Shawn y oices
•

Home Ec Members
Surprise Teacher

Tenth District Industrial Arts Round
Table Meets Here W ednesday Evening

Seven members of the Home Economics depaxtment smprised Miss
Clara Attebery, their instructor, at her
apartment, 1422 Fourth street, with a
combination supper Thmsday evening.
Those present besides Miss Attebery were: Alice Gxoff, Helen Devinney, P hyllis Adkins, Maxine Eubanks,
Mary Love, Florence Field, and Ruby
Conover. The evening was spent in
social conversation.

A meeting of the Tenth District In- Moss of P aris, and Principal B . L.
dustrial
Arts Round Table was held R eeves, Virden high sch ool presented
By J . Paul Reed
the side of the administrator in the
Wednesday evening in the Practical discussion of the questi·on, "The RelaA cnt1c should mmgl e the good
•
•
Arts Building. The meeting was at- tion Between Industrial Arts Teachers
with the bad, and while this may
tended by industrial art teachers of and Administrators."
(Continued fr om P age I>
They stressed
seem to be an ignominious fe n cethe district and members of the In- the point that the industrial arts teachstraddling pr()cedure, calm redustrial Art club of the college.
er must b e a scholar and a gentleman
straint forbids either unchecked er ever since 1925. His chief criticism
A number of teachers were present as well as a technician. They stated
of the American version of the ballet
appla use or unrestricted criticism is that it is not truly American, but
from Champaign and Urbana. J. A. that the teacher should h ave a philof the Ted Sha wn D a ncers. In some superficial fare concocted by imThompson, State Supervisor of Trade osophy of education and a respect for
order to lea ve a good taste in the ported R ussians.
and Industrial Education, was also a his part in educati-on.
rea der 's mout h , a ppla use sha ll
STUDEN
T
S
,
F
ACU
L
T
Y
.
guest.
L. D . Adkins of Centralia and Mr.
One of the ballets given at HartARE BANQUET GUEST S
Mr. Raymond Phipps, president of Eugene Gordon of Casey, as industral
follow criticiJ)m .
ford, entitled "Alma Mater," was a
the Round Table, presided over the arts teachers, presented their side of
Iron ica lly enoug h , the i ndivid- bmlesque on college life as the wishb
the question. They desired adminarge
n
er
o
acu
lt
y
mem
ers
.
.
f
f
utnb
A 1
ual m ost open to comment is the ful freshie sees it. Sets and costumes who
are members of the Rotary Club meetmg.
Supermtendent John R. istrators who were fair, honest, and
''star ' ' -Mr. Ted Shawn. Whil e for the ballet, by John Held, Jr., incapable; who would stand back of their
the race horse is not yet ready for the cluded tweed panties for the cuties and League of Women Voters were
teachers; who would not make janitors
guests
at
a
banquet
given
by
the
Propastme, Mr. Shawn is getting a little and coonskin coats and silly swea ters
or
repair men out of industrial arts
fessional
Women's
Club
·o,f
Charleston
too old for strenuous dancing. His for the rah rah boys. The music in
last
Tuesday
evening
in
the
Charleston
teachers;
and who understood the imwaist-line is filling out, and he has a it manages to poke out a tongue at
Chamber
of
Commerce
room.
Severn.l
every
sacred
college
melody
which
tendency to rest on his heels. His
The mystery is solved. All thro ugh portance of industr·al arts as an eduinterpretive ability is excellent, how- echoes through the score. Irreverence college students assisted with decora- the play, "The Man In The Bm•;ler cational subject.
ever, and probably reached its best characterizes the ent'ire production, as tions and serving. The Al·t club made Hat," members of the Players sat
The .speec~es were followed by a genin the study of St. Francis of Assissi is evidenced when a campus Salv?..ti 1n the center pieces for the table.
watching the back of a mysterious rr.an I eral discu~swn ·C~ the members. .~fter
-although Shawn's affluence did not Army lassie sheds her regulation c'>ssitting unoccupied at the left side of t he meetmg adJourned, the v1s1tors
well become the ascetic founder of tume by means of a zipper and ·'l. oes GROUP O F H OME E C
the stage. Just before the curtain tamed the d epartment and inspected
the Black Friars. One must not for- an Oh-My dance in the more or l()SS
G IRLS G IVE PARTY went down, he walked to the centE'r of t he equipment and arrangement of the
get, even with such criticism, that Ted buff.
the stage. It was George Henry. He shops.
Shawn has done remarkable creative
By this time our host had tossed
Several students members of U•e was the man in the bowler hat.
work in his dances, and that the a~ide his dre~sing gown, displayin_g a Home Economics department held •a
This solution of the mystery carae
We Carry a Complete Vne of
splendid ensemble dancing was done fmely-pro~ortwned 6-foot physique get-to.gether party at Wickham's C itf ~ at the conclusion of the successful
1
Whitman's Easter Novelties
under his direction. .
covered With an even, bronzed coat of \ Friday evening Following d'inner t>-e: performance of the one act play by
and Easter Eggs
Barton
Mumaw Wms Applause
t an f or wh'ICh , we '11 b e t , any of our group attended· the Shawn's dance
' " A. A. Milne, coached by Gladys Wat .
.
, .
1
Judgmg
re-t · Miami playgirls would gladly sacr•flce p erformance.
kins. Other members of the cast beB from
t
M the audiences
h d th
sponse, ar on
umaw a
e mos a pair of sport roadsters, and was
sides George Henry were: Mary Millunderstandable spots on the program. donning his street attire.
Gu.ests were: Ruby Conover, F'lor- er, Rose Marie Megaw; John Miller,
FREE DRINKS
Mumaw has a superb physique and
ence Field, Mary Love, Maxine EuFred
Charles Robertson, Helen Purl,
the light grace of a bird, but was
Good _Idea Goes Wrong. . .
bank, Phyllis Adkins, Helen Devinney Thomas Chamberlain, Hero,
Zimmerman; Heroine, Elizabet.h IrLewis Taylor, Ruth Miller
unable to display his potential ability
All the while we had been thmkmg and Alice Groff.
win; Bad Man, Harold Boyd, and chief
PHONE 270
as an· interpreter because of the un- of what we thought would be ~ peac_h
villian, Reno Bianchi.
inspired roles he was cast in. Mr. of a theme fo: Shawn to work. m t o his
GIVE TEA ON FRIDAY
Mumaw is, without a doubt, Mr. dance repertOire. He had depleted t~e 1
--·
Shawn's
too-close
competitor for ascendancy
of
the
European
proletai~
M
'
.
.
iat ln one of his dances and their imISS EliZabeth Michaels and J ames
honors.
passioned demands for a society in Hobbs entertained at an infor.·n.al tea
While the ensemble numbers were which they would be allowed to h ave M .ond ay a ft ernoon b, e t ween f 1ve aD d
limited by an inadequate stage, the sufficient work to keep their families. six at the formers apartment, 823
majority were interesting and well Why not a dance patterned after the Seventh street.
done. The physical interpretation of
_ _ _ _ __
Brahms Rhapsody was delightfully •tremendous social
changes
being
PLAYERS PLAN PARTY
beautiful, and the quartet's pictming brou,ght about under the New Deal?
of the Russian worker was well con- Wouldn't it redound to our glory ~o
-ceived and staged.
. s~ggest ~?methin~ lik~. this to ,;P.r~nIs it . or is ~t not too late to.. hav~
Most of the solo dances seemed to t1ersman Shawn. Dunng a slack r.w- an April Fools party on April
serve the pmpose of olios to amuse ment, we ~a'i~ our . plan ~efore hi~. I Wh~ther it is. or not, the _Players R.re ,
the audience before something serious An appreCiative twmkle lighted his ! haVI?g one this Thmsday m the East
was staged. Mr. Shawn'
Spa,nif h dark brown eyes. W e thought f~ a Music room at 8 p . m.
numbers were saved from insipidity moment that we had hit on somethmg
only by the influence of "personality- great. But, alas, it cou~d not be so. not only a permissible career for m €n
,
Mr. Shawn kindly explamed tha t so- but a calling as h 'i gh as any of the
P 1us.
cial changes now are such a conglom- great professions.
Ma.kes Gesture of Amity
eration that, ere a definite theme
"Any feminine dance must necessar To sum up and disregarding the could be worked
out, some
new
ily
be light, lovely and lyrical. It is
criticism that some of the dance- changes would probably be introduce~..l,
for
the women to put the frosting on
symbols may have passed over the au- destroying its basis. Any art'i st, he
the
cake. It remains for the men to
dience's head, the performance was explained, needs to have "psychic disBig range of styles of COATS,
fmnish
the cake."
both educational and entertaining. In tance" in fashioning a theme.
SUITS and DRESSES, HATS,
spite of certain weak spots, the works
. were well executed and worth while.
Quoting The Debunker.
P atronize the Lover's Tub.
HOSIERY and ACCESSOIn short, and let this be taken as a
But this little piece approaches, we
note, what our Mr. Elam terms "sesRIES.
gesture of amity, the Entertainment
Course has contributed much to the quipedalia n ," so we must let up. Une
cultural appreciation of Eastern Illi- other point. No one will question that
Mr. Shawn has amply debunked tr.e
. nois by bringing to it this program.
theory that danc'i ng is solely a feminine art. But let us have -an explana.Open 9:30 till 2:00
EVERY SATURDAY
tion in the words of the debunker himself.
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, cot"Fifty percent of the expression of
tage cheese, baked beans, salads,
Stylists for Women
life today is woman's," he says, "but I
cakes, pies, cookies, brea d and rolls.
Ghost stories, even though anac!J.ro- claim that the other 50 p ercent can
and Misses
613 SEVENTH STREET
istic, served their purpose a t
the be expressed only by men and that
eeting of the Debate Club, Tuesd:t.y the world must recognize both the fitnight, March 26, at the home of Mr. ness and the need for men in the
and Mrs. J . Glenn Ross.
dance, must r ecognize and respect the
Richard Bromley, president of the career of the creative dance as bPiug
organization opened the meetin~ by
presenting Miss Dorot hy Richy whc
gave a humorous reading. Mr. Ros3
Shoe Repa.lring N ea.tly Done
succeeded in making clear to the Jury
that Wilbert Cummins was g uilty c-f
murder. The climax came then 'in the
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
form of a ghost story told by Mr. Ross.
Phone 173
417 Seventh St.
Plans were made for the speech con-

..
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Y Iews on Dancing

I

' Bow ler Hat' M ystery
U
1d
nrave e by Players

The CANDY SHOP

4. 1

The Easter
Parade

Style and Quality

Merchandise

Farm and Home
Market

' G hostly' Mee-ting Is
Held By D eba'te Club

Dress-Well
Shops

BRADING' S

I

test to be sponsored by the club.
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BLUE KID
Featur ed in smart seamless pumps or
perforated T Str ap- new high heel
Come in for "try-on" of

INYART'S Brown ~ Shoe Store
The E agle Shoe Store

Hart Schaffner & Marx

SPORT CLOTHES
$22.50 - $29.50
Fine all wool fabrics are the best
for these luxurious sport s uits because
they respond perfectly to the pliant
form shaping needlework.
Here is a maximum of style and
quality with a label that mea ns satisfaction.

these models

North

•
•
•
coming
or going
In

Side

of

Square

LINDER CLOTHING CO.
On the Corner

/
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Collegiate News in Picture and Paragraph"
U. S. TRADEMARK SERIAL NUMBER 313412

MO DERN
DIANA , Drawing the long bow
is Ethel Coppbck,
who w "o n the
Swarth more Col Ie g e· ( Pa . ) i n t r a mural arc hery meet .
ACME PHO TO

Left

TELEGRAPHING A
TUNE ,. Fred Waring,
Pennsylvania State College alumnus, shows
Rosemary and Priscilla
how to tra·nsmit music ·
over the telegraph
wires with the new
"telemusicon."

ON THE ROPES ,.

Tony Balash, of Syracuse University (N. Y.), overwhelms Gongfloff, of University
of Pitts,burgh (Pa .), in a 165-pound class battle .
KEYSTONE PHOTO

LABORATORY SNOW is used for the Yale University (New Haven, Conn.) indoor practice "hill,"
which is used to train Eli skimen. The "snow" is a
borax COmposition.
KEYSTONE PHOTO

PRESIDENT • -Peggy H~len Williams heads the
Women 's Pan-He ll e nic Council at the University
of Georgia (Athens). She's an Alpha Gamma
Delta .

STAR HURLER • Joe Markle is
one of the mainstays of the Muhlenberg College (AIIentown,Pa.) nine.

A FOOTBALL STAR suffered defeat
when Helen Koehler was elected president of Beloit College (Wi~.) senior class.
She is the ~rst co-ed to win the honor.

Below
THEY'RE FROM MISSOURI • And
these Christian C ollege (Columbid, Mo.)
co-eds didn't thin k New York WdS so hot'
even though ~-l1 ey were entertdined by
~lumna Jane Froman (center), rddio star.
KEYSTONE P tiOTO

STUDY-IN BLACK AND WHITE • An unusual\ photograph of the stately portico of the Bridges Auditorium at
Pomona ·College (CI.cu~mont, Calif.). Here are presented
a series of oufstdnding concerts and lectures by famed
artists and spea"kers at no extra cost. to Pomona ·s students.

"I'M SPECIALIZING IN HISTORY- French and English history,"
Jsays Laurence Brewer. .. In addition, I have a job in the library for four
hours a day~ and I also work up data and material for the debating team.
I'll. tell yon-it keeps me going hard. I've got more work than time. When
l'm hard pressed, smoking Camels is not only a pleasnre-:-it's· a help, too.
For when lf~el 'fed up' -and it seems as though my energy were all used
up-1 smoke a Camel and get a lift in energy. Camels have a swell, rich
flavor; due, I presume, to the use of choicer tobaccos. I smoke as many as·
I want
. to-for Camels don't rufBe my nerves.".

"I'M AN ENGINEER-working on the San ·Francisco-Oakland Bridge. Before that, six
years in the army taught me the
value of smoking a Camel when
'below par.' I smoke all the
Camels I want. too, witho\lt getting jumpy nerves. And Camels
are mild and gentle to the
throat."
(Siped)
RALPH A. TUDOR

(Signed) LAURENCE ALFRED BREWER, '37

"EVERY WOMAN prefers a
milder cigarette. For years I've
been smoking Camels because
they are mild-and at the same
time have delightful rich flavor. I know these things don't
just happen in a cigarette. There
must be a reason, and I think
it lies in the fact that Camels
use finer tobaccos." (Sieued) ·
HELENE BRADSHAW

a

@ 1936
R. J . Reynolds
Tob. Co.

A STUDY IN RIPPLES » The action camera records an unusual photograph of the
Oxford Univer-sity (England) crew making a practice run at Henley on the Thames
KEYSTONE PHOTO

STUDENT SECRETARY ,. Sydney Ramseur, a member of Delta
· Omicron Tau sorority, was elected secretary of the Occidental
College (Los Angeles, Cal if.) student body in the annual undergraduate elections.
Right .

SPIRIT OF THE DANCE is modeled by Harald Kreutzberg, famed
dancer, in this unusual portrait study. Mr. Kreutzberg has recently
concluded courses in the dance at the Universiti es of Wisconsin
(Madison) and Oklahoma (Norman). FREDERICK KAESER 11 PHoTo

FIRE I ,. Drexet Institute (Philadelphia,Pa.)
women practice for
their match with
George Washington
University (Washington, D. C.) co-eds.

STRIKER
McCdrty
presiden
cldsses tc

SPORTS MURALS by William
Yarrow, noted
portrait artist, are
being hung in the
trophy room of
of the Princeton
University (N. J.)
gymnasium. The
two shown here
a re part of a group
o f thirteen given
to the university by
a n alum n i group .
WIDE WORLD
PHOTO.
COPYRIGHT BY
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NEW TITLEHOLDER

» Irving Kupcinet announces that Ben Blanchette has won the University of North Dakota (Grand Forks) heavyweight
championship.

Below
LECTURE BY REMOTE CONTROL

»

A

New Yo rk University (New Yo rk City) science
class listens to Prof. C. C . Clark, who is instructing them by short-wave from his home.
ACME PHOTO

Earning and Learning

---FERA Aids Study

With approx im ately 95
000 students in col
and univ ersities th
out the United States
ceiving ~ nancial aid
the Fede ral Em ergen
Relief A dministration,
search and .. n r"l~n<rr.rol
help" p rojects are
gressing rapidly on 1
campuses. At the
School of Appli ed
(Cleveland) students
doing e ve ryth in g
answerin g tel ephones
solving th e most ttdrn·
research problems the can did ca mera h
caught a few of them
their work. '

A

New Contest for Collegiate D i ges t R e aders

The Picture of the Week-

-

Each week Collegiate Digest will feature one picture that
its editors believe to be outstanding from the standpoint of
photography, composition, subject, and the story it tells. Sti ll
life .as well as action photos will be eligible for the cqntestand there are no subject restrictions beyond those of libel and
decency. -. Five dollars will be paid to the winner of each week's
contest. The editors reserve the right to use any photo submitted in Collegiate Digest at their regular rate of one dollarpayment to be made upon publication.

RULES
1. Each entry must be made by an amateur photographer who is
now a member of the faculty or student. body of a college or university.
2. The name, address, and college of each contestant, together
with any information about the photograph, must be printed on the back
of each photo submitted. No limitation is made· upon the number of
entrieS' each contestant may submit, nor upon the size of the photograph~
submitted.
3. No pictures will be returned unless accompanied by return
pestage.
.
4. Address all entries to: Picture of the Week, COLLEGIATE
DIGEST, P. 0. Box 472, Mddison, Wis.

E.nter this ~ew Contest Now-Win A Five-DoJiar Prize.

GOING UP • The camera
stopped this Fast bit of action ·
in the Duquesne-Manhattan '
cage bdttle in Madison Square
-Garden.
·

CONFERENCE • Emory

University de- ....._.~
baters who
will invade
England, meet
SCORING A BULL'S EYE • University of Iowa (Iowa City) women arch~rs
with Ambassamark the records they made in a recent archery meet.
dor Bingham.

DANCE STARS of
the Philbert's Follies at
the University ofT ulsa
(Okla.) were Regina
Smith and John Marshall, w~o are shown
here in a scene from
the all-student revue.

- Jl.'S A NEWCRAU--. T~pie University (Philadelphia , Pa .) stud~nts have abandoned jig-Sdw
euzz
. les in favor .of Guggenheim. The new form of cross-word puzzle game is being tried by
P-eggy Egcm and Herbert Phillips.

.
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IT'S A HITI ,. A Columbia University (New York City)
. _player bats out a long one during a practice session of
the Lion's nine.

THREE LEADERS ,. Kay Kyser, bandmaster,
Bunch Halstead, prom queen, and Bill Lee, allAmerican, meet at a University of Alabama (Uni versity) dance.

TELEVISION is broadcast from the campus o f the Texas

JUNIOR COLLEGE OPENS STATION • Operators of the new broadcast studio at Los An geles

State College for Women (Denton).
Elliott doing her whistling act.

College (Calif.) are shown at the controls for the dedicatory air presentation of th e college station . G . Doug
Kennedy, radio instructor, is shown pointing at the controls.

Here ' s Moselle

Jun·

